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hanks to Jacksonville’s dreamers and
doers, several incredible projects have been
accomplished over the last fifty years – for me,
the following lead the pack!
The Jacksonville Woodlands trail system: In April,
join me in celebrating the accomplishments of the
Jacksonville Woodlands Associations' world-class trail
system. This month marks the JWA’s 20th anniversary
with more weekend hikes led by JWA Executive Director,
Larry Smith and the annual Hike-a-Thon on April 17. (See
the schedule on page 28 or online at www.jvwoodlands.
org.) The celebration will include the unveiling of a new
Founders plaque, a birdhouse auction by Art Presence and
the formal dedication of the new Liz Braislin Trail. This
month’s front cover photo was taken at Panorama Point,
an amazing spot in the woodlands offering outstanding
views of the Rogue Valley and Mt. McLaughlin.
In 1989, the JWA was founded by Phil Gahr and a
passionate group of locals concerned with preserving and
protecting Jacksonville’s surrounding natural habitat. The
catalyst for the JWA was the proposed sale of the Beekman
Woods, a twenty-one-acre wooded parcel surrounding
the historic home of pioneer banker C.C. Beekman. The
JWA arranged for the city to purchase the land from
the University of Oregon and raised the funds for the
purchase. Since then, the JWA has raised several million
dollars and preserved more than 320 acres of land, all of
which are protected from development by a conservation
easement. Over the years, more than 16 miles of interconnecting trails have been built, significantly adding to
our quality of life.

Annie’s Antics
by Annie Parker

H

APPY SPRING!! I am so
excited about this beautiful
time of year that I decided
to write my very first poem!
I LOVE my yard,
		
I could stay there all day,
It’s the most perfect place to play!
So many critters to chase,
		
Squirrels, birds and moles,
And, lots & lots of gophers, in their many holes
Trying not to dig, now that’s a real chore,
		
I mean – REALLY –
What’s all that soft grass for?!

&
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THANK YOU
to Our Contributors!

• Chris Arnold
• Paul Becker
• Jen Clear Bell
• Brooke Billings
• Duane Bowman
• Mary Ann Carlson
• Kathleen Crawford
• Jack Duggan
• Paula & Terry
Erdmann
• Kay Faught
• Kate Ingram
Flaherty
• JC Master
Gardeners
• Bruce Garrett
• Adam Haynes
• Devin Hull
• Constance Jesser
• Darla Jochum
• Sharon Johnson
• Rusty Keller
• Grant & Susan
Konecny
• Margaret LaPlante
• Louise Lavergne
• Gretchen Lizotte
• Debby
Luetkenhoelter

• Kristen Lyon
• Gates McKibbin
• Sandy Metwally
• Carol Jo Pettit
• Paige Prewett
• Beverly Smith
• Sara, Ken & Cora
Snoke
• Bob Stevens
• Gayle & Skip Stokes
• Kathy Tiller
• Debbie & Don
Tollefson
• John Trivers
• Stacy Van Voorhees
• Cheryl von Tress
• Allison Weiss
• Steve Wall
• Kristi Welburn
• Hannah West
• Dave Wilson

Photographers
• Chris Arnold
• David Gibb
• Robert Roos
• Larry Smith
• Gayle & Skip Stokes
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Rolling in the grass is so much fun to do,
		
I highly recommend that you try it too!
Grabbing at Mom’s pansies,
		
Apparently, that’s not cool,
Another one of my many rules!
Enjoy the SPRING!
		
Sniff, play, run,
And – remember – Life was meant to be FUN!

Got Spring fever?
Hop on into the Magnolia Inn
541-899-0255
245 N. 5th Street
www.magnolia-inn.com

Enter as Strangers, Leave as Friends

Britt: Another chart-topping accomplishment that
bolsters our quality of life was the formation of the Britt
Music Festival in 1963. Back then, John Trudeau and other
dreamers created the festival by preserving and clearing
hillside land and constructing a classical music venue – an
idea that had its fair share of skeptics and critics. Working
together, an undaunted group created what has become
one of the Pacific Northwest’s most unique and loved
music venues. You’ll find the 2010 Britt Season Schedule is
on page 18.
Collins: All of these accomplishments were possible
due to the foresight and efforts of a really, really big
dreamer and doer - Robbie Collins. In the early 1960’s,
Collins led the charge to protect and preserve Jacksonville,
ultimately having it designated as a National Historic
Landmark. Under his leadership, Jacksonville was rescued
and transformed from a dusty, gold-mining town on
the brink of extinction into a gem. Like other dreamers,
Collins had his share of critics and naysayers who
doubted his vision and fortitude. But like other doers who
refused to give up, Collins’ bold dream is today’s reality.
Modern-day Jacksonville is being shaped by a new
wave of dreamers and doers with fresh ideas and plans
of their own. The list includes shopkeepers, business
owners, vintners, restaurateurs, artists, civic activists
and volunteers. The Review is grateful to all of the past,
present and future dreamers and doers in our Small Town
with Big Atmosphere!
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Local Artist Chosen for Poster!
Jacksonville resident and artist, Katharine Gracey has
been recently featured in the Ashland Gallery Guide
for her winning Taste of Ashland poster design. The
poster (pictured below) will be available at the Taste of
Ashland which runs April 23rd-25th. Here is an excerpt
from the Ashland Gallery Guide:
About the Artist:
Katharine Gracey is inspired by Tuscan and Provence
countrysides, as well as her native Southern Oregon
surroundings. Katharine's observations and experiences
at home and on her travels translate beautifully into

whimsical landscapes and vignettes. Her designs stem
from her use of trend-driven themes, whether the highstyle of her Venetian collection or the enchanting French
and Mediterranean collections, bringing faraway worlds
into reach.
Katharine developed her design sensibility over the
last decade with her unique, hand-painted furniture
line, sold nationwide through interior designers and at
prestigious stores like Neiman Marcus.
Enhanced by her artistic versatility, Katharine
continues to explore new themes, expanding her ideas

Celebrating
Twenty Years
Come experience our
new expanded lunch and
bakery menu with delectible
new pastry treats, grilled
panini sandwiches, and
fresh artisan salads.
Thank you for
twenty wonderful years.

Let Us Make Your
Day Better.

Open Seven Days a Week • 6am to 6pm
•
•
•
•
•

Handmade Bagels
Grilled Panini
Organic Soups
Artisan Salads
Fresh Bakery Fare

• Exquisite Coﬀee
• Free Wi-Fi
• Read a Book
• Sit & Talk
• Plenty of Room

GoodBean Coffee
541.899.8740

Located a block from Britt

165 S. Oregon St. • Jacksonville, Oregon

into an even broader range. A successful artist and
designer, Katharine and her home have been featured
in Victoria Magazine, Romantic Homes and Distinctly
Northwest in Oregon.
Her work is marketed
under the brand name
Gracey Knight, Ltd.. She
shows in The Crown
Jewel and Jacksonville
Mercantile. Email:
kmgracey@charter.net.
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CITY HALL HAPPENINGS
A Few Minutes with
the Mayor
by Bruce Garrett

L

ast month I had the pleasure and
privilege to attend a retirement
ceremony for Dave Edwards. For
those of you who did not attend or may
not know, Dave, owner of Jacksonville
Janitorial, retired after thirty-eight years
as a Jacksonville volunteer firefighter. In
talking with Dave after the ceremony,
he noted how different things are now
than they had been when he first started
volunteering. Dave commented, “Today a
volunteer has to take as much training and
be as competent as the paid firefighter.”
When I lived in New Mexico, I
volunteered as a firefighter for our allvolunteer fire department. The Chief
worried constantly that there were not
enough volunteers and those who did
volunteer often had day jobs. His concern
was that if there were a fire during the
day there would not be enough volunteers
to respond. We all carried our gear in our
cars. I remember one afternoon coming
home from work and passing a structure
fire. Our truck was there assisting. I
stopped, pulled my bunker gear over the
suit I was wearing and helped fight the
fire for several hours that evening before
it was finally brought under control.
Jacksonville has a similar history of
using volunteers. One only has to stop by
the rear entrance of Old City Hall to view
an original hand drawn pumper used
in the 1800’s. Jacksonville still has a few
volunteers, such as Dave, but for the most
part relies on its paid firefighters to keep
our city safe.
Jacksonville has been blessed in recent
years by not having had many structure

fires. For those of you who do not know
of Jacksonville’s history, a series of fires
destroyed the city. The fire problem was so
bad that the City Council decreed that any
future buildings would be built of brick.
Today’s firefighters not only put out
fires but are also expected to become
medically trained as EMT’s (Emergency
Medical Technicians)-Basic, Intermediate,
or Advanced (Paramedic). More than
95% of the calls the Jacksonville Fire
Department receives today are medical.
Currently Jacksonville has four and
one-half paid firefighters and three
interns. If you do the math, one person,
24 hours per day times 365 days per year
is 8,760 hours of coverage. One full-time
person works approximately 1,760 hours
per year. That is 40 hours per week (or
8hours per day times 5 days per week)
times 52 weeks per year (2,080 hours)
less vacation, holidays, and sick time.
The 1,760 hours, per employee, comes
from subtracting vacation, holiday, and
sick time from the total number of hours
(2,080). Divide the 8,760 hours needed
to cover 24/7 by the hours worked by a
single person (1,760) and you get 4.98.
Using these numbers, Jacksonville needs
a minimum of five people to cover 24/7.
Currently there are four and one-half paid
firefighters. These numbers are for one
person 24/7 without backup.
The City Council approved a May 2010
ballot measure to increase the number of
firefighters to eight. There are town hall
meetings scheduled this month to explain
why the Council took this action. Please
take time to become informed.

Fire Department Vacancy
Due to the recent resignation of Captain
Roeloffs, the Jacksonville Fire Department
is searching for an entry-level fire fighter.
According to Fire Chief Devin Hull, the
city is currently advertising the open
position on the city’s website, firerecruit.
com and in the Mail Tribune. The
deadline to apply for the $31,600 position

is March 31. Applications are being
handled by Bolla Consulting of Medford
which will also administer all physical,
written and oral testing on April 8. In the
meantime, department operations are
strained with only 3.5 full-time firefighters,
Chief Hull, and two student interns
providing round the clock coverage.

Budget Committee Fills Slot
The City Council has appointed
Nancy O’Connell to the Budget
Committee. O’Connell is co-owner of
Llamas & Llambs boutique and has
extensive experience in non-profit and
municipal accounting. She has served
on the Chamber of Commerce board as

treasurer, as well. She joins returning
committee members Larry Smith, Jerry
Mathern, John McCully and David
Thompson. At this time, the city still has two
openings to fill on the Budget Committee.
Anyone interested should call Sandra Miller
at 541-899-1231 at the city offices.

City Schedules Facilities Town Hall
The city will hold a Town Hall Meeting
on April 7 at 7:00 at Old City Hall to hear
from the public and weigh the pro’s &
con’s of potential sites to house the city
offices and a new Police Department.
The town hall was scheduled despite the
recent purchase of the Hinger property
for a Police Department. Currently, no
plan is in-place to pay for that purchase.

The Council is wrestling with whether
or not to remodel the Hinger property
or to move on to another location. It is
expected to discuss the viability of current
city assets such as the Miller/Sampson/
Hinger campus, as well as the viability
of relocating city and police offices to the
SOHS Museum property or the Pharmacy
building on N. 5th Street.

Planner Position Opening
Due to the recent resignation of City
Planner, Daryl Witmore, the city has
posted the full-time job opening online
and in print. Witmore held the position
since May, 2007. According the City
Administrator Paul Wyntergreeen, the
city has already received numerous
applications as well as inquiries from
planners within the Rogue Valley
region. The pay range for the job is
$34,380 - $37,956. After closure of the

application period on March 24, an
application filtering process will identify
four or five candidates. Wyntergreen
said those making the cut would then
be interviewed by city councilors, John
Dodero, Linda Meyers and Paul Becker
and Planning Department staffer, Collin
May. The group will then forward a
hiring recommendation to the full council
at its second meeting in April.

City to Assist Britt
At the request of new Britt Festivals
Executive Director, Jim Fredericks, the
City Council voted unanimously to offer
lawn maintenance assistance for the Britt
Grounds. Under a new arrangement,
the Jacksonville Department of Public
Works will mow the grass inside the
Britt Pavilion once a week for a period
of one year. To estimate staff time
required, Public Works crew members
mowed the grounds area. Jeff Alvis,
Public Works Director, then determined
the lawn maintenance would take one
crew member five hours per week to
complete. In the past, Jackson County had
performed all grounds maintenance but

that is no longer the case under the terms
of a new management agreement between
Britt Festivals and Jackson County.
While addressing the council, Fredericks
commented on his desire to improve the
working relationship between Britt and
the city. Britt would welcome the chance
to have offices in Jacksonville, he added,
if the right lease situation presented itself.
In the last three years, the city’s Parks
fund has received approximately $200,000
from a $2 per ticket fee collected from
each Britt ticket sold. As such, the new
lawn mowing expenses will be taken from
the city’s Parks fund.

Second Town Hall on Watershed Productive
Editors Note: A full copy of each plan below is available online at:
www.cityofjacksonvilleoregon.com

On March 8, a very productive followup town hall meeting was held to
consider options for Jacksonville’s 1800
acre watershed property. The meeting
was attended by more than seventy five
residents and others in the Naversen
Room at the Library. City Councilors John
Dodero, Linda Meyers and Donna Schatz
attended, as well. Mayor Bruce Garrett
opened the meeting by informing the
audience that the purpose of the meeting
was to listen to ideas and not to reach a
decision that evening.
First up, City Administrator Paul
Wyntergreen briefed the crowd, reflecting
that when Jacksonville hooked into
Medford’s water system in the 1950’s,
it abandoned the reservoir as its water
source. Soon after, the watershed
was forgotten, neglected and poorly
managed. Today, however, the area
is better managed and includes the
newly established Forest Park – a 1080
acre county-sanctioned park covering
the lower half of the watershed. A one
year-old proposal to swap 880 acres of
northern watershed land for the MRAowned 40 acre lower watershed parcel
plus $1 million cash was then discussed.
Wyntergreen commented that relocating
the MRA from the lower watershed is
attractive since it enables the city to fully
realize the Forest Park’s hiking, biking,
and equestrian recreational potential
without conflict and influence from OHV
use nearby.
It’s worth noting that any profit from a
swap would likely first be used to repair
the aging reservoir and dam as mandated
by the State of Oregon. Estimates from

RVCOG are expected within two months,
but their analysis will not present firm
costs for a total rebuild, partial rebuild,
or notching. Instead, broad estimates of
the scope of work with conceptual design
alternatives will be presented. It is likely
that the city council will hold-off on a
land swap decision until the RVCOG
information is in-hand.
Next, Motorcycle Riders Association
(MRA) President, Steve Croucher
addressed the audience and called for
working toward a good neighbor plan
that satisfies all parties. No matter the
plan that’s adopted, he said, it should
strive to better define and manage
OHV uses so as not to interfere with
Jacksonville’s recreational goals in the
Forest Park. Croucher agreed that the
Forest Park area has been better managed
in recent years and that the visibility of
the volunteer Park Rangers has had a
positive impact.
A review of the Watershed
Stakeholders Group (WSG) proposal
was then presented by Tony Hess and
Dick Ames, both of whom are credited
with creating the Forest Park. The
WSG plan calls for the city to trade the
MRA’s 40 acre staging/riding area for
280 acres of northern watershed land.
The swap not only provides expanded
MRA trail connectivity, but provides
cash to the city and removes the MRA
from the lower half of the watershed.
Furthermore, an additional 480 acres of
northern watershed land would be setaside with deed restrictions for future
lot development. Most importantly, a
conservation easement would be placed
See Watershed - Page 26

JACKSONVILLE OFFICE HOURS
CITY OFFICE
Monday - Friday
8:30am - 4:00pm
MUNICIPAL COURT CLERK
Monday - Friday: 1pm - 4pm

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Monday, Tuesday & Friday
9am - 12pm & 1pm - 4pm
Wednesday: 9am to 12pm
Thursday - Closed

POLICE BLOTTER (Jacksonville Police Department)
A consolidated report based on type of calls & number of incidences

January 20, 2010 to February 17, 2010
Call Type - Total Calls
Abandoned Auto - 2
Alarm - False - 9
Animal Problem - 14
Assault - Simple Assault - 2
Assist- Other Government Agency - 26
Assist - Other Law Enforcement
Agencies - 12
Assist - Public - 12
Civil Complainant - 1
County / City Ordinance - 16
Disturbance / Noise - 3

Drug Law Violation - 2
DUII - 3
Fugitive - 1
Intimidation, Threats / Harassment - 2
Larceny - 4
Non-Criminal Domestic Distrubance - 1
Sudden Death - 2
Suspicious - 46
Traffic Crime - 10
Traffic / Roads - 4
Vandalism - 2
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LETTERS
Congratulations, Catherine Murphy

A Sensible Solution

On March 10, 2010, the CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES honored the
WASPS - Women’s Air force Service
Pilots, who flew in World War II. One
of these remarkable women, Catherine
Murphy is a resident in Pioneer Village
here in Jacksonville.
Catherine attended
the event held in the
Capital building in
Washington DC and
was accompanied by her
nephew. The affair paid
tribute to these brave
women from all walks of
life that had a common
goal - to serve their
country.
During the War, these
Women Pilots flew every
kind of plane which the
United States possessed,
delivered over 12,000
aircraft from factory to
field, delivered damaged planes to repair
facilities, and even flew planes towing
targets for practice, with troops on the
ground firing at them. Sometimes they
landed with holes in the fuselage. The
WASPS logged over 300,000 hours and
flew more than 80 million miles.
During the war and for some 30 years
afterward, the WASPS were considered
to be civilians, and therefore received
none of the benefits of those in the

The Jacksonville Woodlands
Association (JWA) reviewed the
Jacksonville Forest Park & Watershed
Proposal of the Watershed Stakeholders
Group dated January 8, 2010 and
unanimously voted to endorse the
Proposal. If implemented by the City
Council, the proposal would place a
Conservation Easement over the 1080 acre
Forest Park and place a deed restriction
prohibiting OHV uses on an additional
480 acres in the northeast corner of the
Watershed. The Proposal would eliminate
the existing OHV staging area from the
Forest Park Reservoir area and place
the existing OHV boundary trail in the
upper northwest corner of the Watershed
under the ownership of the Motor Cycle
Riders Association. Upon approval and
recordation of the Conservation Easement
over the Forest Park, the JWA has agreed
to embrace the Forest Park under the
advocacy and mission of the JWA. The

military service. They had to pay for their
transportation from one post to another,
had no government insurance, benefits, or
access to the GI bill. Thirty eight WASPS
lost their lives in service and family and
friends had to pay for thier transportation
and funeral costs. Finally, in 1977,
Congress passed a bill
making the WASPS
a part of the military
service with a few
benefits restored.
The story of
Catherine’s life is an
exciting one. Not only
was she a heroic part
of the war effort, but
she has used her skills
as a pilot in helping
people throughout
the years. She has
flown to Mexico on
numerous occasions
taking doctors and
nurses to care for patients. She was in the
Civil Air Patrol (CAP) whose purpose is
search and rescue. On one occasion she
even transported dog teams needed to
find a lost party. Always recognized as
a leader, Catherine was Mission Control
coordinator for CAP, as well. Her life is
characterized by service to others, both in
war and peace, and by her love of flying,
in all places, in all types of planes, under
all circumstances.

Don’t Sell Watershed Land
What to do with the “Forest Park,” or
“Watershed,” is among the hot topics
presently facing the City Council. This
question has had major study, including
a 2005 CAC review and a related petition
that showed an overwhelming percentage
of Jacksonville residents favoring retaining
and managing this lovely and irreplaceable
property. The city’s Parks Committee
presently does its best to manage the
park and a small, but dedicated team of
“Rangers” has done an outstanding job of
getting much of the area “under control.”
A Town Hall meeting on March 8
allowed proponents of basically three ideas,
two of which involve selling/trading major
parts of the park to the Motorcycle Riders
Association (MRA) and one to continue
to keep and manage it, as approved in the
2005 CAC study and related petition.

To cut to the chase, I recommend the
latter notion, selling nothing. In my
judgment, the major arguments for selling/
trading are highly inadequate. No state
agency is likely to adversely impact
Jacksonville for failing to have the dam
fixed or removed immediately. A fix
will get done in time. The MRA’s muchdiscussed 40 acres within the park (not used
much according to the “sell” proponents) is
a manageable, if not ideal situation.
The Parks Committee should look
harder at forest thinning to reduce
fire danger to the City. Funds for this
continue to be available. The Committee
should better utilize the services of the
City Forester to continue gains in this
effort made over the last 15 years.

Forest Park and Watershed Proposal will
protect, preserve and enhance 1080 acres
of the Jacksonville Watershed/Forest Park
for passive open space and recreational
uses for the benefit of Jacksonville
residents and visitors.
On behalf of the Jacksonville
Woodlands Association, I want to
extend my appreciation to Jacksonville
City Counselor John Dodero who
facilitated discussion with the Forest
Park Stakeholders group and City
Administrator Paul Wyntergreen who
provided technical assistance and
guidance. Appreciation is also extended
to Mayor Bruce Garrett who initiated the
Watershed Town Meeting forums this last
fall leading to the Watershed Stakeholders
Group discussions.
Sincerely, Charles Wilson, President
Jacksonville Woodlands Association

Cemetery Project Thanks
Big thanks to Natona Davi, with the
Medford Job Council, and her group
of 10 young adults who arrived in the
cemetery on February 25 to help clean up.
They were a very dedicated and sincere
group of hard working individuals who
made a difference in our cemetery and
community. In a very short period of
time, they managed to fill 86 bags with
leaves and branches from two sections
of the cemetery. FOJHC volunteer Linda
Kestner and I enjoyed working and
spending time with this great group of
individuals who loved Linda’s homemade
baked goods! We wish them all much
success and happiness.
Also, the Friends of Jacksonville’s
Historic Cemetery would like to thank
the 45 + volunteers from the Jacksonville
Boosters, Rotary Club and their young
associates, the Masons and community
volunteers for the fantastic clean-up

of the cemetery grounds on Saturday,
March 20. The first day of spring brought
perfect weather and a motivated group
of volunteers. The German Order of Red
Men, Masonic and Catholic Sections of the
cemetery received long-overdue attention.
Leaves were raked and bagged, downed
limbs and branches were picked-up and
even some pruning was accomplished.
Some 139 bags of debris were filled and
will be removed to the compost pile. The
project received some very favorable news
coverage on both Channels 10 and 12 on
Saturday evening. Thank you again for
all that you did and do for Jacksonville. I
know that the families of those resting in
the cemetery and our many visitors will
also appreciate your hard work and giving
spirit.
Dirk J. Siedlecki - President, FOJHC

Bob Stevens

Great Food at a Great Price

$5
VALUE MENU
130 N. 5th Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
541-899-2977
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Soul Matters

Southern Oregon
Historical Society

by Kate Ingram Flaherty, M.A.

by Allison Weiss

W

Grand Reopening of the Southern Oregon
Historical Society Research Library

hile volunteers have played
an important role at SOHS
in the past, going forward
they will be taking on jobs that have
even greater significance. In response
to pleas from our supporters to “get the
Research Library back open,” we have
made the decision to do just that but
with a twist: reopen
the Research Library
with nearly an allvolunteer pool of labor.
Working in a library
with primary source,
archival materials, is
not something that
many people get
the opportunity to
experience. But because
the Rogue Valley
has an abundance of
highly skilled people
who are generous with
their time, we have
already recruited over
three dozen individuals
who are being trained
in answering research
questions and working in
the archives.
To celebrate this
momentous occasion, we will be hosting
the grand reopening of the Research
Library on Tuesday, May 4. Those of you
who are interested in getting right back to
your research will want to visit during the
business hours of noon to 4 pm (Tuesdays
through Fridays). But those of you with
more of a partying spirit won’t want to miss
the celebration to be held that evening.

From 6 - 7 pm, SOHS will be hosting
a wine and dessert reception at the
History Center (106 N. Central Avenue in
Medford), along with behind-the-scenes
tours of the archives. From 7 – 8 pm, we
will be holding a live auction featuring
sculptures by Oregon wildlife artist Bruce
Killen. Killen, a Klamath-based artist and
sculptor, is not only
known for his awardwinning art but also
for his conservationist
ethic, which makes his
work highly prized by
both art collectors and
outdoor enthusiasts.
This auction will feature
twelve of his pieces - an
assortment of wood
carvings, works in silver
and works in bronze.
Pieces can be viewed at
www.wallauctioneers.
com .
Along with the Killen
sculptures we will
also auction highly
collectible Madame
Alexander Dolls and
Nancy Ann Dolls,
two carousel horses
that were refurbished by Killen and an
assortment of other items sure to spark the
urge to splurge in any of us.
For more information about the auction
or to get involved as a volunteer at the
Research Library, please call (541) 8998123 ext. 245. As always, we welcome
your input, your assistance, and your ongoing support of the historical society.

Dutch Oven Cooking with Will McLaughlin
Saturday April 17 - 10am – 12:30pm at
Hanley Farm
Join Will McLaughlin for an oldfashioned cowboy cooking class designed
for both the novice and those experienced
with Dutch oven cooking. Learn how to
use cast iron cookware, how to control
temperature on an open fire, a brief

history of Dutch oven cooking, and
of course, the cooking itself. Planned
menu includes country chicken picatta,
cornbread, chuck wagon carrots, and
warm apple spice cake. Cost: $25.00 SOHS
Members, $35.00 Non-Members. For
reservations call SOHS membership at
(541) 899-8123 ext. 226

Lucky Find Found Underfoot
“There’s a rich record under our feet,” said Chelsea
Rose, staff archaeologist from Southern Oregon
University. Rose
came to Jacksonville
during the week
of March 10 after
workers discovered
a hidden treasure
trove at a work
site on “C” Street.
Workers were
busy digging a
hole to relocate
a tree when they
struck metal objects
buried less than a
foot underground.
It turned out they
had unearthed
Chelsea Rose at the dig.
what looked like a
horseshoe pit. Rose said, “The on-site ODOT monitor
called in the find right away. Our research concluded
this was once the site of the 1885 Old Blacksmith Shop,
according to maps we consulted.” Situations like this
are hardly rare in Jacksonville. Three years ago, a major
bottle dump site was unearthed during construction
of the Jacksonville Towne Square project behind Rays
Market. As was the case with the horseshoe pit, local,
state and federal law requires a temporary work
stoppage to give historians and archaeolgists like Rose
time to study the remains and remove them safely. This
isn’t the first time Rose has found herself in Jacksonville
to unearth cultural resources. She was present for digs in
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If you bring forth what is within you, what you will bring forth will
save you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not
bring forth will destroy you.
--Gospel of Thomas

emember “The Secret” craze
a couple of years back? That
hideous corruption and
commercialization of a deeply spiritual
reality? It was all about manifesting
your heart’s desires. Unfortunately, it’s
focus was all about manifesting material
desires, which is no secret whatsoever.
We all know how to get stuff; whine,
cajole, marry well. (I’m kidding, sort of.)
But the REAL secret lies in this quote
from the Gnostic Gospels. It doesn’t
mince words and it lays out the true
secret in two, concise sentences, neither
of which, happily or unhappily, has
anything to do with a Tesla Roadster.
And here it is: Something very powerful
lives inside of you, something that holds
the key to life or death. That something
is Consciousness.
This ancient wisdom from the Gnostics
finds a modern companion in the
practice of depth psychology, which
teaches that self-knowledge, insight, is
the key to consciousness (called “the
Kingdom” in Christian writings). It
is consciousness which contains the
voice of your soul, and consciousness
that will give you a life worth living.
The alternative, both Jesus and Freud
(a most unlikely pairing) tell us, is that
remaining unconscious, repressing or
denying the voice, is what makes us
unwell, unfulfilled, and even dangerous
people.
This begs the question of just how one
goes about finding one’s voice. Well, I’m
sorry to say, it ain’t easy. It requires a
certain courage to still yourself, to poke
around in the dark, to be scrupulously
honest with yourself, let alone another.
It requires an interest in discovering
something more within you: something
bigger, wilder, more alive. But for those
who wish to take life in big bites, it is
an indispensable, uncompromising
and infinitely rewarding journey. It is
integral to being a whole human being.
The more conscious you become of
yourself, the more you will hear your
voice. It’s the one that always tells
you the truth; the little voice that you
sometimes don’t want to hear because
if you listen to it, it will cause the world
as you know it to crumble. It’s the voice
that says “You need to leave him,” the
voice that says “I want to paint,” or “I
don’t want to be a CPA, I want to be a

2004 and 2007 at
the “Chinatown”
site behind La
Fiesta Restaurant.
On those
occasions, workers
discovered
remains of what
was identified as
bones, pottery, and
porcelain dishes.
“After finds like
these, the goal is to excavate the site as soon as possible
and not hold up work any longer than needed,” Rose
added. According to Jacksonville Public Works Director,
Jeff Alvis, the “C” Street project includes installation
of decomposed granite sidewalks and cement curbing
stretching from 5th Street to Oregon Street. The project
will also include installation of embedded original railroad
rails into the DG sidewalks to mimic the pathway of
Jacksonville’s original train track route. Alvis noted that the
two month project by D Britton Enterprises is being paid for
by Federal Stimulus money.

farmer.” It’s the voice that begs you to
come clean, come out of the closet, say
the things that are hard to say. It’s the
voice you hear before the voice that
shuts it down with that terrible word
the ego loves to throw in your face:
“But....” Your voice will insist that you
face your fears and it requires that you
fully embrace your quirky, authentic,
vulnerable self.
Becoming conscious, waking up and
finding your voice, is the basis for living
a truly honest and voluptuous life. You
simply can’t have a big, juicy life if your
energy is all tied up in hiding, ignoring
or avoiding the truth. If you want to live
on the surface of things, if you prefer
not to know about the inner richness
that dwells within you because it’s hard
and why bother, well, be my guest, but
the price of such willful ignorance is not
bliss. Living a little life filled with a job
you don’t like, a spouse you don’t relate
to, passively watching tv, schlepping
the kids to practice, buying Pringles and
paying the minimum on the Visa every
month is far from bliss. It’s not really
living. It’s just sort of...waiting. (For
what you ask? See quotation, above.)
The people that leave their marks on
this world are the ones that are bold
enough, or brave enough, to search
within and to express themselves
authentically, from their souls, from
a place of awareness. Boldness and
bravery are required both going within
and speaking out, because it’s not always
a sweet, receptive world. You may be
entirely misunderstood, mocked or
unappreciated (and here feel free to fill
in the name of any number of artists,
scientists, or visionaries…or yourself, for
that matter.) You may even risk your life,
like Joan of Arc or Martin Luther King or
even Matthew Shepherd. Consciousness
inspires not silence, but a radical call for
truth and courage and love.
The point is this: Your life has
purpose and meaning and that purpose
and meaning is within you, waiting for
you to find it and bring it out. If you
don’t know what it is, or you think it
involves the mall, I encourage you to
start listening. You are unique in all
the world. There is no one else on the
planet that thinks or feels or has the
point of view that you carry within
yourself. No one has to offer exactly
See Consciousness - Page 9
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Tax Tips You Can Use

Computer Tech Talk

by Kathleen Crawford,

by John Trivers

any people ask how long
to keep their tax records. If
you would like to read the
IRS rules, it is all in Publication 552. This
article will give practical advice on record
retention and several surprising points
that few people know.
Most of us need to keep our records for
three years. If you
are audited, you
need to be able
to substantiate
the items on your
return. Generally,
the IRS will only
audit returns filed in
the last three years.
If you ask the person
next to you what the
last three years are,
that person would
logically say that since it is April of 2010, the
last three years are 2009, 2008 and 2007. But
that person is not the IRS. Since the “filing
season” is not yet closed, 2009 is not yet
open to audit. The three “open audit years”
for timely filed returns are 2006, 2007 and
2008 until after April 15. The filing date of
your return is April 15 or the actual date
that you file, whichever is later. Even if
you filed your 2009 return in February, it
is considered to be filed on April 15, 2010.
Also, if you filed your 2001 return in June
of 2008, your return can be audited until
June of 2011. I tell my clients to keep their
information for four years so that they will
always have the appropriate years.
If the IRS audits you and finds
significant underreporting of income,
they can audit 6 years. If the IRS finds
fraud, they can go back 10 years- think of
Al Capone. A little known fact is that an
auditor needs managerial approval to go
back more than three years. So in most
cases the auditor won’t go back more
than three years, even if she finds new tax
due. I once had an audit client who had
“maximized his refund” by having his
consumer software put the same expenses
in three places. Even though he owed at
least $10,000.00 of additional tax for each
year, the auditor only looked at two years,
not three, and not six.
There are two other things to consider
when deciding how long to keep your
records. The first is that capital items
may need to be substantiated at audit.

Enrolled Agent

This means that if you have a business
or rentals and have assets that are
depreciated, the IRS may ask to see the
original purchase documents to justify
the depreciation. Taxpayers should keep
capital asset receipts in a separate file for
this reason. Rental houses are depreciated
for 27.5 years. That is long after the tax
return papers are
gone.
The last thing
to consider when
deciding how long
to keep records is
substantiation for
Social Security.
Each of us who
has worked long
enough to qualify
for Social Security,
but who has
not yet filed for Social Security, gets a
statement each year estimating the benefit
at retirement and giving a work history.
Taxpayers should check the work history
to insure it is accurate. From personal
experience, I know that errors can occur.
My story is that I looked at the statement
and found that where I had wages listed
for 1983 in the previous year’s statement,
the new statement listed zero income.
Some computer glitch has erased my
1983 earnings. I took my 1983 tax return
and faded W-2 to the local Social Security
office. (Remember I am a tax preparer- I
DO have all those returns.) The young
man was quite impressed and said that
with a tax return and W-2’s, it takes about
5 minutes to fix an error. If the Social
Security people have to go back through
25 years of records it can take six months,
if ever. Your tax return and W-2’s can be
helpful to fix some errors in the Social
Security records, if they occur.
So keep your capital asset receipts, old
returns and W-2’s in a binder or file, but
after four years the medical, business and
other receipts can be shredded. Never just
throw them away. The identity thieves are
out there.
The Jacksonville Tax Lady is located in
beautiful, historic Jacksonville at 610 N. Fifth
Street across from the Pony Espresso. Kathleen
and Angela can be reached at 541-899-7926.
The fine print: This article is for information
only. Please see your tax professional for
questions about your individual tax situation.
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Facebook, Finland and Broadband Where Does it All Lead?

ack in the day when an Apple
was something to be eaten and
Captain Kirk boldly traveled
the universe instead of trying to sell it
to us at the best price, television was the
undisputed king of mass media. A handful
of channels swept us into entertaining
worlds of adventure and escape while
introducing us to new products that we
somehow couldn’t be without. Gathering
around the TV for a football game after
Thanksgiving dinner had found its way
into our collective psyche.
While television still commands
our attention (who doesn’t enjoy the
hyperreal sensation of a big flat screen?),
these days we live in a world where
mass media greets us at every turn and
the information flows in two directions.
This new “interactive media” (IM ) is
becoming more subtle and sophisticated,
weaving through our lives in creative and
sometimes daring ways.
Currently, the reigning leader in IM
technology is Facebook. Stories abound
of crushed relationships, terminated
employment and rekindled childhood
friendships all through seemingly
private postings to one’s Facebook
“neighborhood.” Yet, the Facebook
neighborhood is massive. In fact, if
Facebook were a country it would be the
3rd most populated in the world.
It seems our love affair, or perhaps
our addiction with IM in all its forms,
is showing no signs of slowing down.
Perhaps the question we might consider
asking ourselves at this point is how
discerning do we choose to be with the
information we share? As the boundary
between our public and private lives is
getting real blurry, who will decide where
all this information flows?
The citizens of Finland may have a
handle on the growing demand for IM
technology. Last October, the Finnish
government declared that internet access
(broadband, no less) will become a legal

right for all its citizens by July of this year.
A government spokesman was quoted,
"We think it's something you cannot live
without in modern society. Like banking
services or water or electricity, you need
Internet connection." Other European
countries are studying the feasibility of
this model, and the implications of this
legislation could be significant. Imagine
folks here in the Rogue Valley taking it to
the streets for high speed internet.....
Closer to home, the demand for
improved IM technology is also gaining
momentum. In March the FCC submitted
an ambitious 10 year plan to congress
that would revolutionize our country’s
telecommunications infrastructure,
essentially replacing over-the-air
broadcast television and radio with
broadband internet. Proponents of the
bill suggest this move will bring us up
to speed with other countries (like the
cutting-edge Finns), while delivering
IM content and ultimately keeping us
competitive in a global economy.
IM technology is tricky business. We
chuckle (or quietly cheer) when hearing
about someone getting sacked from
his job after ranting about his boss on
Facebook. Yet last January, within hours
of Haiti’s devastating earthquake, this
same IM technology quickly delivered
millions of dollars in relief aid from
individuals texting in donations from
their mobile phones.
Make no mistake, our demand for
access to interactive media is growing.
The population of Facebook might even
catch up with India’s someday. And as
the landscape of the IM neighborhood
changes, use care when airing your dirty
laundry. A Finn might catch wind.
John Trivers provides computer care services
through Rogue Valley Computing.
He can be reached at info@
roguevalleycomputing.com, (541) 944-5819,
or at www.roguevalleycomupting.com.

Jacksonville Kiwanis Honors Students of the Month
At their March 10 meeting, the
Jacksonville Kiwanis Club gave
recognition and awarded US savings
bonds to two outstanding students from
South Medford High School - Rilynn
Griffin and Brooke Belanger.
Rilynn is a freshman, the daughter of
Shawna Griffin and Jerry Van Syoc of
Medford, and carries 3.72 grade point
average. Besides her honors courses,
she is taking drafting, marketing and
ceramics and is already involved in
student government and volunteer work.
She helped put on a dinner for seasonal
workers, and helps at the Jackson County
animal shelter. She is also active in her
church youth group. She plans to attend
the University of Oregon and would like
to become an archeologist.

Brooke is a sophomore, the daughter
of Wendy and Robert Belanger of
Jacksonville, and carries a 4.0 grade point
average. She is taking algebra, biology
and French II, as well as American
Studies, Treble Choir and Culinary Arts.
She really loves cooking and baking
beautiful, delicious cakes. Her activities
include cheerleading, color guard,
student government and Torch Honor
Society. She is a South Medford idolist
and will participate in a concert in April.
She plans to attend college, and has
deep love of the arts, including singing,
dancing and drawing. She says her
mother has been a great influence on her
life.
For further information, contact Dave Wilson
at 541- 899-1934, e-mail: elkhntr@charter.net.

Cemetery Road Closures
Work will commence this spring
to close several of the smaller access
roadways to all vehicle traffic in
Jacksonville’s Historic Cemetery. Road
closure decisions by the Jacksonville
Cemetery Commission will protect
markers and curbing which have been
damaged over the years as a result of
large vehicles attempting to make their
way around the cemetery grounds.
Roadways have become so compacted by
heavy traffic, that in the rainy season the
water pours down the hill washing away
the road ways and causing more damage.
Small access roadways were originally
designed when horse and wagons were
the main means of transportation in
the cemetery. Given the size of today’s
vehicles, they are simply too large to use

some of the roadways.
The roads will be closed by decorative
metal bollards. The bollards can be
removed by the Cemetery Sexton for
funerals or grounds maintenance when
needed.
We thank you for your understanding
and support of this necessary action.
Jacksonville Cemetery Commission
City Council Representative – Linda Meyers
Cemetery Sexton – Richard Shields
City – Dirk Siedlecki
Catholic – Ken Carter
IOOF – Kindred Thomas
Jewish – Johan Visser
Jewish Alternate – Bob Killough
Masonic – Jerry McDonald
Red Men – George Bragg
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Aging Well
by Sharon Johnson
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From the Firehouse to
Your House
by Fire Chief, Devin Hull

Sharon Johnson’s “Aging Well” column in the March issue invited participation in her
5-segment program “Mastery of Aging Well” at no charge by going on-line to
http://outreach.oregonstate.edu/aging-well. An associate with Sharon in developing the
program, Jacksonville resident Gail Myers, in this issue gives a profile of the people he sees
being served by conferences, and internet classes.

L

Clip & Save�

earning works best when
“teachers” understand and
involve their intended “learners.”
Before preparing the Mastery of Aging
Well on-line programs, series designer
Sharon Johnson and her associates did
intensive interviewing and probed
gerontology studies to find out what
their “aging audience” is like. Only
then did they select topics and produce
the five-segment program. Responses
from participants since then in courses,
feedbacks, or demonstrations, strongly
reinforce the data that members of this
area’s aging population have identifiable
and interesting characteristics.
1. Aging folks, like any group
members, are not all exactly alike. The
Mastery program promotes the important
assumption that each aging person is a
distinctive individual and is treated that
way in the program’s narrative and in
discussions. Participants are urged to
discover and develop their uniqueness.
-- never a cookie-cutter set of “one-sizefits-all” rules.
2. Seniors desire and aim for
independence in any way they can
manage. They often like to be the ones
who decide which things they can do for
themselves and which they need help for.
One outspoken person reported, “Not
being able to button my shirt because of
arthritis in my fingers doesn’t mean I’ve
lost my mental marbles.”
3. Many seniors, including men and
women in their 80’s and 90’s, regularly
use computers for e-mail, information
surfing, and ordering on-line. Steady hits on
the internet web site for Mastery of Aging
Well are not from curious teens or middle
aged computer surfers. Percent of seniors
in our region who use computers range in
published reports from 40% up to 80%.
4. This age group is actively interested
in new experiences and in continual
learning. Last March a brief one-timeitem in a newspaper invited seniors to a
preview showing at the Jackson County
Extension Center of an upcoming on-line
series on guiding seniors in “aging well” .
Ninety volunteers attended the afternoon
session; thirty more came for the evening

program. Result was many impromptu
suggestions and written feedbacks for
involving seniors in the Mastery series.
5. Seniors are curious, insightful, wise,
and supportive about how their peers
do things. After showing the segment
on “Depression”, Sharon Johnson leads
discussion about what participants
know or have experienced concerning
depression in older people. Candid
questions and personal stories flow, many
using examples from the film they’d
just seen. A class shares ideas without
judging, blaming, or embarrassment.
6. Many seniors are very ambitious.
Already practicing healthy aging, they
want to do more, learn more, advance
their knowledge and abilities. They read,
attend lectures, join study groups, stay
mentally and physically active. Each of
the five Mastery segments has ideas for
going beyond the lecture – citing reliable
published references or web sites for
further learning.
7. Seniors may challenge a friend,
family member, or even their doctor,
“Don’t just tell me I’ve got a problem--help me be better.” High achievers are
not satisfied just to be told they are in a
“category” or given a scary label. Told
bad news, most want to know how to
manage it.
8. Seniors are involved and busy.
Discussion periods highlight personal
incidents from volunteering, travels,
readings, lectures, social, cultural,
or artistic groups. My favorite
“Involvement” illustration came the week
before the final OLLI class: the Physical
Activity segment. One person said she
was sorry to miss that last class, but she
was going off hiking in the mountains.
Then a couple reported they would
be absent for that same activity class;
they would be on an African nature
exploration.
They were already actively involved in
one of the many important “aging lessons”
which the Mastery series encourages
seniors to learn and experience.
Sharon Johnson may be reached at
541-776-7371 ext. 210, or by email at
s.johnson@oregonstate.edu.

Oysters ‘n Ale

Time Change is Time to Change
Smoke Detector Batteries

S

moke Detector Facts:
● Even though smoke detectors
are present in 94% of American
homes, 20% do not work - mostly because of
dead or missing batteries. Therefore, roughly
19 million homes are at risk due to nonworking smoke alarms and another 6 million

homes are at risk due to no smoke alarms.
● In the U.S., roughly 80% of fire
deaths result from fires in homes without
working smoke detectors.
The easiest and best way to remember
to check the operation of your smoke
detectors and to change the batteries
is to do it twice a year when the time
changes to and from Daylight Saving
Time. You may decide that a once-a-year
battery change is sufficient with alkaline
batteries. No matter, please just pick a
date that you will remember, and change
that battery as if your life depends on it.
If your smoke detectors are wired into
your electrical system, they should still be
checked to make sure they are operating
properly. All smoke detectors have a test
button that when pressed, will sound an
alarm. If the alarm does not sound when
tested, there is a problem that needs to
be resolved. If you are unable to reach
your detector, call us here at the fire
department so we can come out and help.
We are also available for advice on where
you should place your smoke detectors.

Consciousness - Cont'd from Pg. 7
what you bring to the table--no one-and you are someone’s teacher, whether
you know it or not. We need one
another. And, as if I need mention, the
earth itself is calling us to wake up and
save ourselves. Turn down the noise.
Listen with attention and intention, and

you will create a conscious, luscious life
of purpose and joy. That’s the Secret.
Kate Ingram Flaherty is a writer, life coach
and mother of two. For information on life
coaching, or to respond to something you
read, please contact Kate at 541-840-0359 or
write kate@anamcaracoaching.net

With chiropractic, you’ll feel
the difference from head to toe.
Our approach to total body wellness
will keep you active and energized.
Don’t let fatigue or pain keep you
from enjoying the activities you
love. Chiropractic adjustments
can bring your body back to
its natural state of alignment,
improving your body’s balance,
performance and energy at work
and at play.

Join us in the Bella Saloon & Patio every Thursday for
free beer tastings & ��¢ BBQ Oysters!

Custom tailored relief for:
• Whiplash, painful joints
• Frequent headaches
• Low back, hip or leg pain
• Slipped discs, sciatica
• Neck, shoulder, arm pain
• Tight muscles, numbness
• Nervousness, loss of sleep
• Pain between the shoulders

April

�: Ninkasi
�: Walkabout
��: Caldera
��: S�O�B�
��: BLOWOUT!!!

The last O&A of the season celebration

Also mark your calendars for...
BEATLES at the Bella� April ��
Lunch Monday through Saturday � Sunday Brunch � Dinner & Cocktails Nightly
��� W� California St� Jacksonville � bellau�com
��������

JASON WILLIAMS
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

(541) 899-2760
580 Blackstone Alley • Jacksonville, OR 97530
Chiropractic Care for the Well Adjusted Family
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SPOTLIGHT
PTO News from Jacksonville Elementary School

Jacksonville Elementary School’s
major fundraiser on March 16 – the
Annual Jog-A-Thon was a huge
success! This year, we added a DJ to
rock the house, a “FINISH” banner and
numbered bibs for each student - very
official! Students and volunteers had a
lot of fun and the total distance jogged
was 654 miles. We’d like to congratulate
3rd grader Erika Barrett for running the
most laps in the primary grades and
Griffin Hokanson, Luke Ramirez and
Ty Boster for running the most laps in
the intermediate grades.
A big thank you to all the volunteers
involved and the sponsors including
our local Rays Food Place, Southern
Oregon Orthopedics, Family Fun
Center, Roller Odyssey, Albertson’s,
YMCA, and Pure Sound Entertainment.
We also appreciate our Jacksonville
neighbors who tolerated the music
while the students were running.
Our students will be coming around
the community to collect their pledges
- so please give generously. If you want
to contribute but didn’t receive a pledge
form, just contact the school office at
541-842-3790 and we’ll get you one.
Also, if you’d like, call and arrange to

pick up-time for your pledge.
Congratulations to our Spelling Bee
winners, sponsored by the Jacksonville
Lions Club. (places)
1st Grade: Jessica Houston, Jadon
Ashland (3rd), William Kranenburg (1),
Hunter Landers, Ian Grady (2), Becky
Glauser
2nd Grade: Mason Schreiber,
Andrew Fairbanks, Aidan Hoffstetetter,
Ashleigh Scheuneman (1), Madilee
Henderson (2), Oivia Vogt (3)
3rd Grade: Carmalee Reid, Brendan
Borovansky (2), Nohan Hayes (1), Noah
Bartlett, Dominic Adams (3), Justin
Watson
4th Grade: Jake Pisors, Chloe
Alavarez, Michael Toombs
5th Grade: Jordyn Pisors (1), Hannah
McCoy (2), Mikos Bowling (3)
6th Grade: Emily Higgins, Sarah
Sissum, Victoria Haynes (3), Ivy Canutt
(2), Angel Larson (1), Shelby Hubler
Jordyn Pisors, Hannah McCoy and
Miklos Bowling will advance to the
Division 1 competition on April 8, at
9 am at Jefferson Elementary School.
Angel Larson will represent JVE at the
Division II contest at Hedrick Middle
School on April 15.

Dave Edwards Retires
On Saturday March 6th, the
Jacksonville Fire Department honored
Dave Edwards upon his retirement
as a Volunteer with the Jacksonville
Fire Department. Dave served 38 Years,
advancing to the rank of Volunteer Fire
Captain, and served as Department
Chaplain for several years, also.
More than 60 gathered at a reception
at the Bigham Knoll Campus, including
city officials, family, friends, former
and current volunteers,
paid firefighters, and
well-wishers. Mayor
Bruce Garrett and City
Administrator Paul
Wyntergreen expressed
the city’s appreciation for
Dave's dedication and
devotion to the community.
City Councilors Linda
Meyers, Dan Winterburn,
and Former Mayor Jim
Lewis, were in attendance
to show their support on a

job well done.
Brian Steller, President of Engine
Company #1, gave Dave a beautiful
Presentation Axe, in appreciation of his
dedication and long service. Fire Chief,
Devin Hull, presented Dave with a
shadow box, containing many meaningful
mementos. On behalf of a grateful
community, Thanks Dave!

Fire Chief Devin Hull with Dave.

15 Year Anniversary of Llamas & Llambs
This April marks Llamas & Llambs
15th anniversary! April shoppers will be
entered into a May drawing for awesome
thank you gifts. And, Annie Dempsey of
Oat Couture, a Jacksonville resident, fiber

artist and nationally-known designer,
will bring her Trunk Show to L&L from
April 12th through the 30th and display
items from her collection.
See www.OatCouture.com for more!

JV Barn Company Expanding
John & Erin Buda, the young &
energetic owners of the Jacksonville Barn
Company, located in the Orth Building,
are expanding their business! In addition
to their retail location at street level, the
couple are expanding into the lower level,
leasing another 2300 square feet of retail
space. They will now offer over 3100
square feet of shopping space, including
a Caprice Vineyards’ wine tasting bar in
their main level shop. The lower level of
the Orth Building has been sectioned-off
into four rooms, two of which will be
operated in partnership with the former
owners of Memories in Medford. One
of the Memories rooms will be garden
and import Asian home decor, the other,
Victorian antiques and shabby chic. The

third space will be designated to custom
upholstery pieces, offered by Tracey
Burns of Eagle Point. The fourth space
will be a high end antique "mall," with
booth spaces dividing the room. Most
locals know the Orth Building as the
home to La Fiesta Mexican Restaurant
which has occupied the upper level of
the building for more than fifteen years.
The opening date of the lower level will
be Thursday, April 15, but the Buda’s
welcome anyone to stop by beforehand for
a private tour. Recently, the Orth Building
has experienced a renaissance with the
addition of the Barn Company, Caprice
Vineyards and the Apple Cellar Bakery.
For more, call 541-702-0307 or visit
www.jacksonvillebarnco.com

Focus on:

W

hile sitting
inside or
outside
the GoodBean Coffee
shop at the corner of
Oregon and California
Streets, have you ever
wondered about what
goes on behind the
adjacent red door?
The red door in question is the entryway
to the Food & Friends Jacksonville meal
site, housed in space provided by the
Jacksonville Oddfellows Hall. Food
& Friends is the Meals on Wheels and
Senior Nutrition Program for Jackson
and Josephine Counties. We provide hot,
nutritious meals and opportunities for
socialization to local seniors.
The home delivery portion of the
program serves homebound seniors
unable to prepare meals due to frailty,
illness or disability and for those at
risk for malnutrition, increased illness
and isolation without our service. Our
volunteers deliver much more than just a
meal – seniors receive a friendly visit and
regular contact with someone who cares.
The safety check inherent in this daily
visit is essential to the many seniors we
serve who live alone and have little or no
family or friends living nearby.

Delivery of Meals on
Wheels is just part of
what we do. We also
offer senior dining
centers where those
who are able can come
in for lunch and enjoy
the company of their
peers. The Jacksonville
Food & Friends site is one of many
similar locations throughout our twocounty service area. While it does act as
a distribution point for home-delivered
meals in the community, it’s also a great
place to eat lunch, share a laugh, work on
a puzzle, or just swap stories and visit with
new and old friends. For the suggested
donation of just $2.75, seniors, 60 and older
can have a tasty, nutritious meal and enjoy
the welcoming atmosphere. Nina visits
Food & Friends’ meal sites and says, “We
have many laughs and have become good
friends. Plus, the volunteers are so nice.” She
also commented, “That for some of us, this is
almost our only social life outside of home.”
Lunch is served from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m., Monday through Friday. If you are
60 or older, you can clip this article out (no
reproductions) and bring it in to Ileane at
our Jacksonville location to try lunch on us,
compliments of Food & Friends. We look
forward to having lunch with you!
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The Unfettered Critic

by Stacy Van Voorhees

by Paula Block Erdmann & Terry Erdmann
The Play’s the Thing: “Hamlet”

O

h what rogues and peasant
slaves are we. We readily
confess that the illustrious
reputation of the nearby Oregon
Shakespeare Festival played a part in our
decision to settle in Jacksonville. Among
our plans: Become intimate with the
Bard. But once we unfolded our tent, we
yielded to that same foul affliction that
colors the behavior of the
character now portrayed
upon that festival stage:
procrastination.
Our excitement in
making new friends,
perusing local events,
attractions and volunteer
efforts (not to mention
an assignment to write a
book), delayed us from
rendering tribute to whom
tribute was due. Plus, we
just forgot about it. Until
last week, that is, when
like a guilty thing upon
a fearful summons, we walked (okay,
drove) o’er yon high eastern hill and
dropped forty bucks for two seats near
the back of the Angus Bowmer Theatre.
The play was Hamlet. And so it must
follow, as the night the day, that we
canst not be false to any reader: The
production is a triumph.
Which is kind of a shame, actually.
We’ve been looking forward to

“criticizing” something in this column.
But alas, such criticism will have to wait.
Hamlet has, of course, received rave
reviews for four hundred years. The
dialogue, always a marvel, is jam-packed
with artfully crafted turns of phrase
delightfully familiar to most ears. Thus
the test of any new production is in the
interpretation. Will this year’s Hamlet
(the actor, that is) live up to
outstanding performances
of players past? Will the
“play within the play”
prove as engrossing to
the theatre audience as it
is to the fictional nobles
gathered in the court of
Denmark’s murderous
king? Is there anything
new to be mined from this
classic that will expand
Sweet William’s original
intent and make it relevant
in the 21st century?
In order, the answers are:
yes, yes and yes.
Actors have played Hamlet as wan
and melancholy, bold and forceful,
icily intellectual, all compelling in one
way or another. Dan Donohue, the
red-haired firebrand in the current
production, has turned him into a
wry, energetic anti-hero, arrayed (a
choice by director—and the festival’s
artistic director—Bill Rauch) in
See Hamlet - Cont'd on Pg. 25

New Neighbors

A

ction Jacksonville is alive with
Several new J'ville parents have asked,
fresh blood, movement and
"What's all the Hoo Ha about Jacksonville
improvement. Dorothy and
Elementary?" School test scores and
family just arrived, Jennifer is nesting in
ratings are great, but there is clearly more
her first-owned home, Jaime is having
to it. First, a motivated team of instructors
a baby, the Bigham Knoll ballroom is
teaches the kids what they need to know.
almost complete and I have two new next
And the supportive staff guides them
door neighbors. There is some serious
through their Primary School days and
energy and beautification happening over years safely, with skill and smiles.
here in Alphabet Street City.
The key to the Pioneers' allure is the corps
Liz and Tristan are my new neighbors.
of involved parents and the PTO (Parent
Liz is from the Virginia / DC area
Teacher Organization.) I have never known
and is the proud creator / owner of
a school to welcome parent participation
EG Equestrian Services
with such open arms. Some
(egequestrians@yahoo.com.)
Doc Detailing & programs literally depend
She teaches children from
on volunteers, such as
Pot Luck Picnic
6 - 18 how to ride and
the Art Program (there is
Sat. April 17th, 10am
jump horses. She employs
even a kiln for pottery),
Doc Griffin Park
a comprehensive German
run almost exclusively by
Bring buckets, brushes,
"Pony Club" curriculum that
parents. (Have you seen the
sponges (Enviro-Friendly
teaches riding skills, horse
spiffy new banner for the
cleanser supplied) and a
management and safety.
upcoming Art Show across
picnic dish. We’re going
The philosophy is designed
to have a fun, community California Street?)
to promote responsibility,
Coming up is the
bonding time while
moral judgment, leadership,
aforementioned
Art Show
cleaning the snot out of
self-confidence and well(see
ad
below),
and
J'ville
that play structure ~
rounded sportsmanship. Liz
Elementary musical (Mulan
quite literally.
has a passionate goal to offer
this year) at the Britt
programs to the many at-risk
Festival Gardens.
and foster kids of the valley.
The Pioneers kick off their school day
She has a son, Tristan, a funny fourlistening to a classical music on the PA.
year-old who likes turtles. After thorough
The playground is large and safe. And
research, Liz chose Jacksonville partly
there are plenty of services for children
due to its growing child-friendly cred. But
with special needs.
more specifically, they moved here because
So therein lies the Hoo Ha. Welcome
of the "Exceptional" and "Outstanding"
new neighbors to Action Jacksonville!
Jacksonville Elementary School.
Stacy@actionjacksonville.com / 541-601-1534

Jacksonville’s Monthly Family Movie Shows
by Paul Becker
Recently, someone asked
me why we are showing films
every month at Old City Hall
with free admission. The
answer is simple: Bringing
people together to watch
films was an appealing idea
in our historic little town.
Most of us see one another
on the streets, in church, in
shops, or in city meetings. So
we asked, wouldn’t it be nice
to come together regularly for
a fun evening, where we can
visit the past via film? In our
historic setting, the old classic films open a window to
the past, both socially and culturally.
On Friday, April 16 we are running a very, very
special evening of films. There will be not one, but

two truly entertaining films which are quite different
from anything presented so far. Each is what was
once called a “B” film, yet each can hold its own with
virtually anything produced as an “A” production in the
intervening years. So why two films? Because each is
only 70 minutes in length! Both were made in the days
when audiences expected double features… two films on
the bill - a custom foreign to today’s audiences.
One feature, The Narrow Margin, is a tight, suspenseful
film, with most of the action taking place on a train. Think
Murder On The Orient Express, only in this story, the murder
hasn’t occurred yet because the villains don’t know what
the victim looks like, and with multiple possibilities, they
have to be sure. Hence, the narrow margin.
This film was remade in 1990 by Gene Hackman and
virtually everyone considers it inferior to the original.
It isn’t surprising. One film critic said of Richard
Fleischer, the original director:
“I’d go so far as to suggest that…Hitchcock must have

borrowed the hiding-in-the-foldout-bed gimmick for his
greatest of chase films, North by Northwest, and that every
other filmmaker since who has toyed with trains has
tried to emulate Fleischer’s compositions, to diminishing
degrees of success.”
The evening’s other film is more typical of a “B” film.
Charlie Chan At The Race Track is one from a series of films
made at 20th Century Fox starring Warner Oland as the
popular detective from Hawaii. All of the Chan films are
good and this is one of the better ones. I could write a
full article on the impact the Chan films had on thirties
audiences…perhaps some other time.
Charlie Chan At The Race Track will begin at 7:30. At 8:40,
there will be a ten minute intermission with tea, coffee, and
cookies. The Narrow Margin will show at 8:50 and end
at 10:00. I suspect that most who attend will still be seated
when the lights come up after the second feature.
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Garden Beet

Love your Landscape

by Jackson County Master Gardners Association

A

by Adam Haynes

Adding Garden Planter Boxes to
Enhance Your Landscape

Garden Beet - Showers of Sunchoke Flowers

pril showers bring Sunchoke
flowers.
Sunchokes are also known
as Jerusalem Artichokes, Sunroot, Earth
Apple, Topinambur, Topi or Rossler.

If you’ve never tasted a Sunchoke, then
you’re in for a surprising treat. Somewhat
like a sweet water chestnut, their crisp
white flesh is delicious both raw and
cooked. Unlike their starchy cousins the
potato, they’re high on the insulin chart
(since this starch converts to fructose
rather than glucose when digested,
they’re quite tolerable for diabetics) and
should not be overcooked as that renders
them mushy.
Whether raw, pickled or lightly
sautéed, Sunchokes are sure to become a
delightful floral addition to your garden
– used as a tasty tuber for appetizers, in
salads and on your dinner plate.
Native to North America, and related
to the sunflower, Sunchokes are easily

grown in well-composted and good
draining soil. Growing them in raised
beds is best when it’s time to dig the
tubers from the soil. Although tubers can
be tucked in as early as March, it’s still
not too late to plant them in April.
Although you can plant tubers
purchased from the market, it’s best
to obtain reliable stock from a nursery
source. Tubers no larger than about 2ozs,
and having at least two or three buds,
may be planted whole. Cut larger tubers
with buds just before planting so their
surfaces don’t dry out.
Place tubers in furrows 3”-5” deep,
spacing them 12”-15” apart with 2 ½’-3’
between rows. Cover with good loose
organic material, then water well with
some diluted fish/kelp solution. Mulch
the beds thickly to conserve moisture and
keep soil temperature consistent.
Once the Sunchoke plants pop from
the earth, they’ll continue to grow, grow,
and grow. You might wonder if they’ll
ever stop, but once they reach a height
of 7-10 feet, they’ll explode into the
most wonderful bouquet of miniature
sunflower heads. Due to their height,
weeds are minimized by the shade
they produce. And, pests are relatively
unknown.
If curious, peek beneath the ground
level some time in late August. You’ll likely
discover tubers about 2”-3” beginning
to form. However, don’t be tempted to
dig them up yet. Unlike potatoes, young
Sunchokes are not flavorful.
Late in the season, after the first frost,
cut the Sunchoke tops down, leaving
about 8”- 10” stalks above ground. With a
potato fork, gently lift the ground and use
the stalks to pull tubers. It’s likely not all
the tubers will come out with their stalks,
so you’ll need to probe for stragglers. If
you don’t mind more plants, any left will
sprout again next season.
Tubers can be left in the ground in our
area, but if you dig them, take care with
their delicate thin skins. Stored in a high
humidity (85%-95%) at a 32˚ temperature,
tubers will keep for several months.

Roasted Sunchoke Salad with
Caramelized Onions & Orange
• 1 lb Sunchokes,
scrubbed, washed and
cut in ½”dice
• 1 red onion halved and
sliced (tip to stem)
• 2 oranges peeled,
halved and sliced
• 6 cups mixed baby
greens
• ¼ cup extra virgin olive
oil
• 2 cloves garlic mashed
• 3TB Balsamic vinegar
• 2TB lime juice
• 2TB honey
• Fresh ground salt and
pepper
• Vegetable oil
Toss diced Sunchokes in 1TB oil then sprinkle with salt and pepper. Place on foil
lined baking sheet and oven roast at 375˚ about 20 minutes until browned.
Meanwhile, in sauté pan, heat 2tsp oil then sauté red onion until limp. Add 1 TB
honey and continue cooking on medium heat until golden. Remove and set aside.
Mix ¼ cup virgin olive oil, mashed garlic, Balsamic vinegar, lime juice and
remaining TB honey. Shake well. Place greens in large salad bowl.
Add oranges and toss with dressing to taste. Gently toss in Sunchokes. Serve
immediately topped with caramelized onions. Serves about 4.
The Oregon State University Extension Master Gardener Program was initiated to train
volunteers to assist County Extension Faculty in answering the overwhelming number of calls
received from the urban community. The current training program consists of 13 six-hour
classes, taught by knowledgeable veteran volunteers and OSU staff. Classes generally begin
in mid January, and are held every Wednesday 9am-4pm. The formal classes are followed by
a hands-on learning experience consisting of 70 volunteer educational service hours. To learn
more go to http://extension.oregonstate.edu/sorec/gardening or call 541-776-7371.
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N

o matter how small or big your
yard, it doesn’t take much to
add beautiful garden planters
to your landscape. Best of all, planter
boxes can be built to fit.
First, find a place the gets plenty of sun
and ties into your existing landscape. By
“tying in,” you’ll want new garden boxes
to add to the overall feel of your landscape.
Building material selection also plays
an important role in the esthetics of the
project, so look at other landscape features
and meld your boxes into the existing style
and design.
Garden planter boxes are usually built
of wood or stacked masonry block. Look
at the setting of your proposed boxes, the
style and color
of your home’s
exterior and
then determine
if wood or
block looks
best.
Once you’ve
determined the
best material,
you’re ready to
begin. If you
choose wood,
cedar is the
best choice.
Pick 2” x 12” inch or 2” x 10” for most
garden vegetable plant beds. Jacksonville
Lumber Company stocks both widths in
16’ lengths ($1.40/ft or $1.00/ft.) and will
cut boards down to any lengths for you at
no cost. For Jacksonville residents, they’ll
even deliver to your door for free!
Ideally, build your boxes 20” to 24”
high with boards on top of another for the
sake of better root growth. This creates
a better environment for vegetables
like tomato’s and beans which have an
extensive root systems. Other vegetables
will do just fine if you decide to build a
one tiered box. If you go with stacked
masonry blocks, there are several
good sources in the Rogue Valley that

stock block such as Cascade Block on
McAndrews. I find that most gardeners,
especially organically-focused ones, choose
wood over block.
A great advantage to garden boxes is
being able to keep critters like gophers and
moles out. Secure a grid of wire mesh on
the bottom of your planter when building
– use a heavy duty staple gun, too. Don’t
skimp on the gauge of the wire – spend a
few more cents and protect your crops from
being gobbled by gophers.
For design ideas, you can Google “garden
boxes,” or visit Kay Faught at the Blue
Door Garden Store here in Jacksonville.
She carries a great book, “The Bountiful
Container,” with lots of plans and
design options
for container
gardening.
Now for one
of the most
important parts
- the right soil to
fill your garden
boxes. One of the
best amenders
I’ve discovered
is Phoenix
Organics’,
organic compost.
It’s a great blend
of organic matter, loam and balanced
acidity. This stuff is fairly ‘hot’ and needs
to be toned- down with other topsoil.
Simply mix 1/3 organic compost to 2/3
topsoil for a good mix rate. If filling
multiple boxes, consider calling Ground
Control, Inc. – they will pick up your soil
and then blow it into your boxes, saving
your back and loads of wheelbarrow time!
Once your garden boxes are finished,
they’ll enhance your landscape and create
a great place to grow a garden for years
to come.
Adam Haynes, Jacksonville Artisan
Landscapes Inc. 541-292-3285
adam@artisanlandscapesinc.com

Master Gardener 2010 Spring Fair

The 31st annual Jackson County
Master Gardener Spring Fair is set for
May 1st from 9 to 5 and May 2nd from
10 to 4 at the Jackson County Expo
Center in Central Point. This year’s
theme is “Grow Your Own.” You’ll
find thousands of veggie starts, trees
and garden tools for sale by over 150
vendors and 12 free classes to help
“Learn How,” too. Stop by the Book
Shack for a huge selection of gently
used gardening books and pick up
some raffle tickets for a completely
assembled and stocked worm bin and

the book, “Worms Eat Your Garbage.”
The Master Gardener Plant Clinic will
offer advice on insects and disease
problems. The Spring Fair is the largest
garden show between Portland and
San Francisco and is organized and
operated solely by volunteers of the
Jackson County Master Gardener
Association. Admission is just
$3.00, children 12 and under are
free and parking is free. Please, no
pets. Proceeds help fund the many
Master Gardener community outreach
educational programs.

Sow The Seeds For Good Health
by Jen Clear, LMT
It looks as though spring has arrived,
and with the sunny weather comes the
urge to get out and do some gardening.
It’s time to prepare the soil and get your
plants in so later you can sit back and
watch your garden grow. Sometimes
nurturing a garden can remind us of
something else in need of care, our bodies.
Let this be the time of year when you plant
the seeds for your own good health!
If you haven't started your gardening
yet, get yourself prepared by boosting
your circulation and invigorating the
muscles in your back, arms and shoulders
with a massage. Perhaps you are a
weekend warrior, attacking your spring
gardening chores after being sedentary
and then wondering why you can’t
straighten up the next day? You may
be using muscles which haven't gotten
this kind of workout since this time last

year. Even just a half an hour of massage
can be helpful for concentrating on those
problem areas.
The blooming of trees and flowers is
often accompanied by spring allergies.
Massage on sinus points can help relieve
your sinus pressure. Already suffering
with aching joints, back or knee pain?
Massage can help relieve this pain as
well as relax and revitalize you. Massage
relieves the tension in muscles and
reduces inflammation. Low back pain?
Massage loosens the muscles and may
help you to keep from compensating for
the pain with other areas of your body.
This spring , start by taking care of your
most important resource first--yourself.
Jen Clear is a licensed massage therapist with
an office in the Fifth Street Salon, J’ville.
She is available by appointment at
541-301-0382.
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Garden of the Month

Simple, Sustainable
Living

by Kay Faught

by Rusty Keller
Greener Gardening: simple tips for a more eco-friendly yard

H

aving a green thumb is
considered to be a positive
attribute, especially here in the
lovely Rogue Valley. Well-kept, attractive
landscaping improves the beauty and
value of homes. Gardening can help save
money, improve air quality and add to a
healthy lifestyle. However, nurturing a
beautiful lawn or garden with conventional
gardening practices is not so "green."
Household gardeners in the U.S. apply
nearly 70 million pounds of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides to lawns annually,
which is ten times the amount that farmers
use on farmland, acre for acre. Moreover,
lawn mowers use 580 million gallons of gas
per year, and thirsty lawns consume nearly
40 percent of total household water during
peak summer months.
Fortunately, eco-friendly products
and tools are increasingly available and
more affordable. From rain barrels to
organic seeds and pest control, finding
environmentally sound products is easier
than ever. In addition, we can use our own
yard and kitchen waste to easily create
nutrient rich compost for little or no cost.
Below are some tools from the research
team at Green Irene that will help you
create a more sustainable garden.
Consider Composting
Composting is simply a natural
extension of recycling. Every year, each
American tosses away 1,200 pounds of
compostable organic waste, including
lawn and garden clippings, bread,
eggshells, and fruit and vegetable rinds,
which takes up scarce landfill space and
produces methane gas.
Basically, compost is made with any
lawn and plant-based kitchen leftovers,
as well as paper products, including
cardboard rolls, tissues, paper towels,
coffee filters and newer biodegradable,
starch-based plastics. The easiest way
to make compost is a compost pile in
your yard. If you don't have the space
available for a compost pile, composting
bins and drums make the process easy
and accessible, even if you live in an
apartment or home with a small yard.
Indoor composters are available that
function without worms or smell. An
outdoor spinning model works quickly to
produce rich compost.
To use compost, simply work it into
soil before planting. Doing so adds
rich organic matter, nutrients and
microorganisms that are vital to healthy
plants, and increases the water holding
capacity of soil, which will help you
conserve water.
Water Wisely
Speaking of moisture, too much water
and watering at the wrong time of day
will make your garden susceptible to
diseases. Watering early in the morning
helps prevent evaporation and curtails
the growth of fungus and other diseases.
A soil moisture probe helps determine
precisely if outdoor or indoor plants need
watering. Handy tools—like a waterconserving garden hose nozzle and a
simple, manual hose timer—can help
save thousands of gallons of water which
might become critical if predication of
drought come true.

A rain barrel is a container that
collects and stores water from roofs
and downspouts for future use such
as watering lawns and gardens and
flower pots, or even washing your car or
windows. By providing an ample supply
of free water, rain barrels help lower your
water bills. Moreover they help reduce
water pollution by decreasing the amount
of storm water runoff reaching our
beautiful fish-filled streams and rivers.
Xeriscaping Anyone?
Xeriscaping, which refers to specific
water-efficient landscaping techniques, is
gaining popularity—and not just in areas
that suffer from frequent drought. In some
communities, being able to maintain a
lush, green yard can be a source of pride
for many people. But doing so can be
bad for the environment, rough on your
pocketbook, and time consuming. When
you consider the water waste, the toxic
chemicals used for fertilizing and pest
control, and the frequent use of the gaspowered mower, it just makes sense to
try something new. Beautiful local plants,
decorative rocks and pathways, and stylish
seating might make for a much more
interesting—and earth-friendly—yard.
If you want to keep more of your grass,
consider using a water-conserving type,
such as Bermuda grass or adding local
plants as part of the landscape design.
When you mow, never cut more than one
third of the height of your grass. Taller grass
keeps the soil cool and encourages deep
root growth. Leave the grass clippings on
the lawn to add nutrients to the soil beneath
the grass. Organic mulches, like shredded
hardwood or pine bark, add nutrients to
your soil, help retain soil moisture, keep
the sun’s rays off of the carefully prepared
soil beneath, and reduce weed growth. For
the best protection from weeds, add mulch
early in the year before weeds begin to
appear. If you already have weeds, remove
them before you add the appropriate 2-4
inches of mulch.
In addition to cutting your water usage
significantly, implementing even a few
of these principles into your gardening
routine can save you money on the cost
of seed, fertilizer, mowing, and labor.
You can also reduce yard waste going
into the landfill by converting it to
compost, and you’ll improve the air you
breathe when you cut back on all of that
mowing and weedwhacking. It takes
just a few strategic changes to improve
the look of your yard, reduce the time
spent on outdoor chores, and—most
importantly—improve your environment.
If you would like a free Guide to
Sustainable Landscaping, e-mail me at
rusty@greenrusty.com.
Next month we'll talk about Spring
Cleaning and how we can reduce, reuse
and recycle for a cleaner, healthier, and
more efficient home. As you begin to
think about this year's spring cleaning
projects, don't forget to save all of your
half used latex paint cans for free drop
off at the Rogue Transfer Station April 30
through May 1. For more information
about Free Latex Paint Drop-Off Days or
other recycling events, please email me.
Rusty Keller is a local EcoConsultant for Green Irene LLC,
Marketing Director for Global
Cache' and a member of the
Jackson County Master Recyclers
program. Rusty helps residents and
businesses implement proven green
strategies and solutions and starts
them on the path to a healthier,
safer and more sustainable
lifestyle. Contact Rusty Keller at
rusty@greenrusty.com, or visit
www.greenrusty.com for more
information.

My Neighbor's Garden

E

ach morning, I’m reminded how
blessed I am to live in a town
surrounded by trees, gardens,
flowers, birds, and gardeners who’d
rather be puttering in their gardens than
battling freeways! Jacksonville’s gardens
are exciting and varied...some are tucked
away behind fences and walls and some
are clearly visible as one strolls peaceful
sidewalks. In Jacksonville, one finds
manicured yards with wide beds, cottage
gardens circling old historic homes,
curving beds of ever-changing perennials
with blossoms that evolve anew each
day, patios of planted containers spilling
over garden chairs and onto pavers, and
bare dirt patches ready for the beginning
gardener to take on. Each provides a
journey worth taking. In this series, I’ll
be visiting town gardens and sharing the
treasures I find, along with the stories of
those who tend Jacksonville’s gardens.
Two years ago, Harvey and April Bower
moved to Jacksonville from a huge five
acre garden in New Hampshire. They
consider their historic district “pocket
garden” (a common East coast term) to be
two years old, as well. April says, “We are
building on the inheritance of the garden
before us and making it our own. I feel
each gardener makes a garden their own…
and Harvey and I have a strong sense of
what we want to do with this garden.”

within a “city garden.” Rather than a
surrounding view of hills and fields, she
now has neighbors, houses, and cityscape.
She enjoys the challenge of learning how
to draw the attention and eye to areas
within the garden. “Here, you have to
distract the eye to look down within the
garden, rather than being drawn upward
to a wider view that includes neighbors
and telephone poles. We’re creating little
places for the eyes to fall... a bird bath
here, pockets and patches of flowers close
to the ground, groundcovers here and
there. There’s such a difference between
gardening and landscaping… a difference
I’m continuing to learn.”
There have been two frustrations with
their new pocket garden. First, someone
had planted invasive knotweed as a
barrier and it’s been a long, hard journey
eradicating it from the property. Second
has been learning the “downside” of clay.
She knew the positives of clay and its'
nutrient-rich benefits, but dealing with
the negatives of clay has been a challenge.
Harvey and April point out that every
gardener has one regret with their garden
and made a point to say that if they
could re-do this garden, they would have
constructed a barrier or pergola-type
feature to help break-up the intensity
of the afternoon summertime sun and
resulting heat.

The Bowers in their Jacksonville "Pocket Garden."
In New Hampshire, no one could see
the Bower’s five acre, secluded garden.
Today, making their in-town garden
enjoyable for those who walk, ride and
drive by is a new and welcome focus.
They want to offer something to view,
but still create areas to enjoy privately.
As such, April has been learning to
create and redefine garden areas, and has
developed a fresh perspective on their
city garden. “Here, you have to distract
the eye to look down within the garden,
rather than taking a wider view that
includes neighbors and telephone poles.
We’re creating little places for the eyes
to fall... a bird bath here, pockets and
patches of flowers close to the ground
there and there,” she says excitedly
pointing. “There’s such a difference
between gardening and landscaping… a
difference I’m continuing to learn.
In New Hampshire, no one could see
the Bower’s five acre, secluded garden.
Today, making their in-town garden
enjoyable for those who walk, ride and
drive by is an enjoyable change. They
want to offer something to view, yet
create areas to enjoy privately. As such,
April has been learning to redefine the
word “privacy,” and has a wonderful
fresh perspective on the privacy issues

When asked about their biggest joy,
April said, “This garden isn’t as labor
intensive and can be managed more easily
now and in the future” and then smiling,
she added, “it also has a sweetness to it...
offering so much, including the birds…
but all on a smaller scale.”
When I asked about the couple’s
favorite time of day in the garden, Harvey
& April shared a reflective smile. “Late
afternoon,” April said. “When there’s a
certain color in the garden from an angle
of the sun on the grasses and the fence
that just makes things pop in the light.
Morning is for the work in the garden, but
the afternoon is to enjoy it.”
And enjoy, they do! Thanks to April
and Harvey for sharing their garden with
the Jacksonville Review’s readers and for
making our town just a bit more beautiful.
If you have a favorite garden you think
should be featured, give me a call at The
Blue Door Garden Store at 541-899-3242 or
email me at kay@bluedoorgardenstore.com
Kay Faught is the owner of Blue Door Garden
Store, located at 155 N 3rd, behind the
big blue door. (541-899-3242)
She specializes in garden gifts and décor, and
carries a wide variety of tools, gloves, seeds,
and organic products.

2010 Growers Market Now Open
MARKET
Thursday

DATES
through

11/18

HOURS

LOCATION

8:30 - 1:30

Medford Armory
1701 South Pacific Hwy

For more, go to www.rvgrowersmarket.com
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Calendar of Events - April 2010
"America the Beautiful" Auction

THRIVE's Enterprise
Development Program

at Christian Cascade High School

Business Peer Discussion Group - April 14
The Enterprise Development Program of Thrive
(The Rogue Initiative for a Vital Economy) announces
a new Business Peer Discussion Group which starts on
Wednesday April 14 in Medford and meets monthly.
Exchange ideas and discuss challenges with other business
owners and two business consultants in a confidential,
supportive environment. Open to all types of businesses.
For more information, please contact (541) 201-3093 or
mona@thriveoregon.org.

Grace Christian Schools
announces the 2010 Benefit
Auction “America the Beautiful,”
celebrating the birth of our
great nation and the beauty that
abounds from “sea to shining
sea!” The public is invited to
attend the auction on Saturday,
April 17, 2010 at the Cascade
Christian High School Pavilion
located at 855 Chevy Way,
Medford. Admission is free! The

►► Please see So. Oregon Artist Resource (SOAR) for Art Event Calendar, (pg. 10)
►► Tues., April 6, 5-8pm: Jacksonville Elem. Art Exhibition, (see pg. 11)
►► Tues., April 6, 6:30 - “All things Viognier.” Quady North Vineyards winemaker
dinner with Herb Quady - Thai Pepper Restaurant, Ashland. Tickets are $50 and
may be purchased at Quady’s Jacksonville Tasting Room (California & 5th St.)
Limited seating. Stop by or call 541-702-2123
►► Wed. April 7 - Medford Central Library, April 14 - Ashland Library: 12:00 noon
"Jackson County Architecture: What Style is this Building?" Free Talks! Cosponsored by the SOHS (541-899-8123 ) and the Library System (541-774-8689)
►► Sat. April 10 - Walking & Yoga Class w/ Louise Lavergne, (see pg. 32)
►► Mon. April 12, 1 - 4pm - "What's it Worth Appraisal Day" The Barn Company,
(see "Steve" pg. 24)
►► April 12 - 30 - Oat Couture Trunk Show @ Llamas & Llambs, (see pg. 22)
►► Fri. April 16, 7:30 - Old City Hall Film Night, (see pg. 11)
►► Sat. April 17, 9:30 - 17th Annual Jacksonville Woodlands Hike-a-Thon - Starts @

Silent Auction, scheduled from
4pm- 7pm, will feature hundreds
of creative gift baskets and
keepsake artwork prepared by
our Grace Christian School and
Cascade Christian High School
students, as well as outstanding
products and services from local
and regional merchants. Dinner
will be available for purchase
from 4pm- 7pm. The Live Auction
will begin at 7pm and includes

Doc Griffin Park (see pg. 28)
►► Sat., April 17, 11:30am: Southern Oregon Stitchers invite all needleworkers/
embroiderers to bring your present project and stitch with us. Guests welcome.
Central Point Presbyterian Church, 456 W Pine St., Central Point, Contact: Liz at
541-488-4082 or www.sosega.com.
►► Sat. & Sun., April 24 & 25 - Bike Fest & Kid's Race @ the Forest Park (see pg. 28)
►► April 30 & May 1, 8am - 4pm - Jackson County Waste Diversion Days - Free
Latex Paint Drop-off Event. Rogue Disposal (see pg. 26)
►► Sat., May 1, 9am - 5pm and May 2, 10am - 4pm - The Jackson County Master
Gardeners Annual Spring Fair @ the Jackson County Expo Center in Central
Point. (see pg. 12)
►► Sat., May 1, 6 - 9pm - "It's Raining Men, Hallauah" Bachelor Auction to
Benefit Sanctuary One, (see pg. 15)
►► Sat. May 15 - "A Toast for Tails" Benefit for the SO Humane Society, (see pg. 20)
►► Sat. & Sun May 15 & 16 - Boosters Club Home & Garden Tour ( see pg. 27)

E-BOOKS!

Art Presence literally has a treat
“in-store” for all birdhouse fans! From
March 15 – April 16, stop into these
local Jacksonville stores and view
incredible artistic birdhouses created
and signed by local artists!
La Boheme, Bella Union, Carefree
Buffalo, Pot Rack, Jacksonville
Mercantile, Terra Firma, Jacksonville
Company, Mamma Mia, Crown
Jewel, South Stage Cellars,
Jacksonville Country Store, Scheffel's
Toys, Jacksonville Barbershop, and
Country Quilts.
On April 17, local auctioneer Steve
Wall will auction the birdhouses in
conjunction with the Jacksonville
Woodlands Association Hike-a-Thon.
The auction is scheduled from 12:45 –
1:15 at Doc Griffin Park. A portion of
all sales will benefit the JWA.

JACKSONVILLE CITY SCHEDULE
LOCATION KEY:
OCH - Old City Hall
(S. Oregon & Main)
CC - Community Center
(160 E. Main Street)
NVR - Naverson Room
(Jacksonville Library)
FH - Fire Hall
(180 N. 3rd St. @ C)
City Offices - 899-1231
cityofjacksonvilleoregon.com

BUDGET COMMITTE #1: Monday, April 5, 5:30pm (FH)
CITY COUNCIL: Tuesday, April 6, 7:00pm (OCH)
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE: Monday, April 12, 4:00pm (FH)
BUDGET COMMITTE #2: Tuesday, April 13, 4:00pm (FH)
PLANNING COMMISSION: Wednesday, April 14, 6:00pm (OCH)
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE: Monday, April 19, 4:00pm (FH)
CITY COUNCIL: Tuesday, April 20, 7:00pm (OCH)
HARC HEARING OFFICER: Wednesday, April 21, 10:00am (CC)
PARKS: Wednesday, April 21, 4pm (CC)
BUDGET COMMITTE #3: Tuesday, April 27, 4:00pm (FH)
HARC: Wednesday, April 28, 2-5pm (OCH)
TOWN HALL: See Announcements Below

CITY OF JACKSONVILLE ANNOUNCEMENTS
Town Hall Meetings
*On City Facilities*
Wed. April 7
7:00pm

Th., April 8
6:30 - 8:30pm

Pioneer Village
Sat., April 10
10:00am

Th., April 22
10:00am
Royal Mobile Park / 1055 N. 5th
Sat., April 24
10:00am

Jacksonville Branch

340 W. “C” Street
899-1665
Storytime: Wednesday - 11am

HOURS OPEN

Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

Noon-5
10-5
2-6
10-2

Ruch Branch

*On Fire Department Level Of Service*
Good Bean - Coffee w/ Chief Hull

Jackson County Library users now
have access to e-book titles 24/7.
Through the Library2Go link on Jackson
County Library Services’ Web site
(www.jcls.org), card holders can browse
the collection, checkout, and download
e-books, audio books, and videos,
anytime, anywhere.
Downloadable e-books can be read on
a PC or Mac using free reader software
called Adobe Digital Editions. They can
also be transferred to popular electronicreading devices like the Sony Reader
and the Barnes & Noble nook. The Sony
Reader and the nook are designed to
look and feel like a book and are great
for users on the go.
Once downloaded, digital media
can be enjoyed on a computer and
transferred to popular devices such as
MP3 players, iPods, Smartphones, and
more.
For more information, please contact
Kim Wolfe at 541-774-6443.

L
I
B
R
A

(funded by JFOL)

Old City Hall

Old City Hall

vacation packages, dinner parties,
and special collectables that fit
every budget. Coffee and dessert
will be available throughout the
evening. Money raised supports
student financial aid, athletics,
new technology, library resources,
music and art programs. Call
Lashell Darby at 541-772-0606 or
email GCSauction@aol.com.

Pony Espresso - Coffee w/ Chief Hull
Tues., April 27, May 4
10:00am

Old City Hall

Th., April 29, May 6 & 11
6:30 - 8:30pm

Want to Become More Involved?
*Join a Committee ~ Openings Available*

Budget Committee
The dealine to Apply is April, 16, 2010
Contact Jan Garcia at 541.899.1231 x 112 or ess@cityofjacksonvilleoregon.com or 110 E. Main Street

7919 Highway 238
899-7438
Storytime: Tuesday - 11am

HOURS OPEN

Tuesday		
Thursday
Saturday

11-5
1–7
Noon-4

jcls.org

R
Y
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541-899-3757

545 N. 5th Street

Open 7 days
until 6 pm

Convenient
Drive-Thru

Your Neigborhood Coffee House

• Expanded Breakfast & Lunch menu • Gourmet Scrambles Featuring
• Excellent Assortment of Fresh Pastry Cage-Free Eggs
• Quick & Delicious Breakfast Wraps • Unparalleled Friendly Service
and Sandwiches
• Many Exciting New Products!!
• Organic Coﬀee and Espresso
• Free Wi-Fi and Great Parking

“Come Hang Out on the Deck! Spring is Here!”

La Bohème
Clothing & Gift Boutique

Happy Easter!
New Switchflops have arrived

Hats,
Scarves,
Denim
Skirts &
Jackets, too!
Hope to see you soon!
175 W. California Street
(541)899-1010
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APRIL 1st - 30th

20% discount on Daisy Creek “Lyon Red Blend”
20% discount on Madrone Mountain “Mundo Novo”

ARTISAN
TASTING
ROOM

245 North Front Street, Central Point
- Between Lillie Belle Chocolate & Rogue Creamery -

541.664-1707

541.899-8329
daisycreek@clearwire.net
www.daisycreekwine.com

Open Daily
12:00 to 5:00

541.899-9642
info@madronemountain.com
www.madronemountain.com

Patio Open!

The Little Red Barn

Montessori
School

Hop on in!

130 North 5th Street, Jacksonville • 541-899-2977
Open Tues. - Sat. 7:30am - 2pm

F ARMHOUSE
TREASURES
Happy Easter!
120 W. California St.
Jacksonville, OR

541-899-8614

from the farmhouse to your home

The Jacksonville Review
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Concerts Under the Stars

FESTIVALS
DON’T WAIT TO BUY YOUR TICKETS
BECOME A BRITT MEMBER TODAY!
Member presale April 9 - May 16
HHH JUNE HHH
13

Sun

Celebrate Jacksonville, Celebrate Britt, Celebrate Summer

18

Fri

Slightly Stoopid / Special Guest TBA

20

Sun

Steve Martin with The Steep Canyon Rangers
An Evening of Bluegrass & Banjo

24

Thurs

Béla Fleck, Zakir Hussain & Edgar Meyer /
Brubeck Brothers Quartet

25

Fri

An Evening With Pink Martini

26

Sat

Jewel / Special Guest TBA

27

Sun

Brandi Carlile / Special Guest TBA

28

Mon

Joe Nichols / Special Guest TBA

Gypsy Soul / Special Guest TBA

Elan Guest Suites
(541) 899-8000

HHH JULY HHH
2

Fri

The Black Crowes / Special Guest TBA

3

Sat

Taj Mahal / Karen Lovely

8

Thurs

Court Yard Hounds / Special Guest TBA

15

Thurs

Michael Franti & Spearhead / Brett Dennen

16

Fri

Barenaked Ladies / Special Guest TBA

17

Sat

The New Pornographers / The Dodos / Imaad Wasif

18

Sun

Rhythm Devils / Special Guest TBA

20

Tue

An Evening With The Swell Season

22

Thurs

Jimmy Cliff / Special Guest TBA

23

Fri

Jamie Cullum / Special Guest TBA

26

Mon

Jackson Browne with David Lindley

28

Wed

STYX / Special Guest TBA

29

Thurs

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy / Special Guest TBA

30

Fri

Blake Shelton / Special Guest TBA

6

Fri

Classical Opening Night Gala
Chee-Yun / Britt Orchestra

7

Sat

Jeffrey Biegel / Britt Orchestra

8

Sun

Arianna String Quartet—SOU Recital Hall, Ashland

13

Fri

Nancy Allen / Britt Orchestra

14

Sat

Emanuel Ax / Britt Orchestra

20

Fri

Jennifer Frautschi / Britt Orchestra

21

Sat

Family Concert
Enchantment Theatre Company / Britt Orchestra

22

Sun

Jon Nakamatsu / Britt Orchestra

26

Thurs

Garrison Keillor’s A Prairie Home Companion
Summer Love Tour

McCully House
(541) 899-2050

HHH AUGUST HHH

Nunan Estate
(541) 899-1890

HHH SEPTEMBER HHH
3

Fri

Tommy Emmanuel / Special Guest TBA

4

Sat

Gary Allan / Bomshel

17

Fri

An Evening With Straight No Chaser

TBD

Jacksonville Inn
(541) 899-1900

Movie Nights: Ghengis Blues, Grateful Dawg,
Music Man and All Across the Universe
More shows may have been booked after the print deadline.
Visit www.brittfest.org for the most current schedule.

Photo by Josh Morell

www.brittfest.org
800-882-7488
216 W. Main Street
Medford OR

Photo by Josh Morell
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HomeWorx
by Cheryl von Tress
Spring Cleaning...Naturally!

I

t’s baaaaaaack! Springtime
freshness. Dust the cobwebs out
(again and again?). Prepare for the
aromas of your garden to waft in through
open windows and doors.
A few basic household ingredients
become natural cleaning products that
can keep your home clean and smelling
fresh, without stretching an already thin
household budget.
Vinegar Cleans, Disinfects and
Deodorizes
General Cleaning: Mix a solution
of 1 part water to 1 part vinegar in a
spray bottle. You may want to test on an
inconspicuous area. It is safe to use on
most surfaces (marble
is an exception) and
has the added bonus
of being incredibly
cheap. Caution:
improperly diluted
vinegar is acidic and
can eat away at tile
grout. Vinegar - a
deodorizer?!! No
worries, the smell
disappears when it
dries. How to use:
Bathroom: bathtub,
toilet, sink, and
countertops. Use pure
vinegar in the toilet
bowl to get rid of
rings. Flush the toilet
to allow the water
level to go down. Pour
undiluted vinegar
around the inside
of the rim. Scrub
down the bowl. The
substance will also eat
away the soap scum
and hard water stains on your fixtures
and tile. Caution: make sure it is safe to
use with your tile.
Kitchen: stovetop, appliances,
countertops and floor. For wood floors,
½ cup vinegar to one gallon of water is
recommended.
Laundry Room: Use vinegar as
a natural fabric softener. This can be
especially helpful for families who have
sensitive skin because it breaks the
detergent down more effectively. Add ½
cup of vinegar to the rinse cycle in place
of store bought fabric softener or dryer
sheets (which can clog your moisture

sensors and lengthen drying time).
Lemon Juice
Lemon juice will dissolve soap scum
and hard water deposits. It is useful in
cleaning and shining brass and copper. A
cleaning paste can be made from lemon
juice or vinegar and baking soda. Cut a
lemon in half and sprinkle baking soda
on the cut section. Use the lemon to scrub
dishes, surfaces, and stains. Or, mix 1
cup olive oil with ½ cup lemon juice
and you have a furniture polish for your
hardwood furniture. Lemon and orange
peels can be used to freshen up your
garbage disposal.
Baking Soda
Baking soda can be
used to scrub surfaces
in much the same
way as commercial
abrasive cleansers. It
can be used anywhere
you want deodorizing
action.
Essential Oils Ancient Ideas Become
Modern
Here is one web
site to visit for an
amazing array of
techniques to use
EOs in household
cleaning: http://
www.aroma-essence.
com/house-cleaning.
html. Essential oils
will create a healthy
environment on many
levels. If this idea
is new to you, do a
web search or visit
the library to learn
about the benefits of
essential oils for personal and household
use.
And, as you’re cleaning be motivated
toward: “When in doubt, throw it out.”
Rid your home of clutter by donating and
tossing unused items. You’ll shed “house
pounds” and have less to take care of.
Create a home that takes care of you! (Oh,
and don’t forget the pumps and pearls,
girlfriends!!)
Cheryl von Tress is a Certified Interior
Decorator and custom designer. Visit: www.
cvtdesign.vpweb.com for more information.
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Jacksonville Company
Where style meets elegance.

155 West California Street ~ Jacksonville, OR 97530
541-899-8912 * www.jacksonvillecompany.com

Élan Guest Suites and Gallery
~ Your Spring Getaway ~

{541} 899 8000
245 West Main Street
Jacksonville, OR

elanguestsuites.com
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Celebrating Our
15th Anniversary in April!
Stop in to shop and enter a drawing for
15 awesome “thank-you” gifts!

Mark Your Calendar

April 12 – 30
“Oat Couture” Trunk Show
Jacksonville’s Annie Dempsey, nationally-known
fiber artist and designer, will be showing and selling
all patterns in her collection!

Located in the Historic Plymale Cottage
(across from the Post Office)
180 N. Oregon Street, Jacksonville

541-899-9141 * www.llamasandllambs.com
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Diary of a Local
Foodhunter
by Kristen Lyon

I

love family-owned retailers
who buy from neighboring local
businesses. Jacksonville has a true
Buy Local Champion right here in our
community at Gary West Meats. I can’t
think of a better example of local economy
in action, as they are true supporters of
hundreds of local businesses!
Proprietor, Gary West started a butcher
shop in what is now the annex to the Bella
Union. Today, the business is still in the
family’s hands with Gary’s daughter,
Whitney and her husband Paul Murdoch
running the “Tasting Room,” on N. 5th St.
Gary West Meats has its own top
quality sausages, cured meats and house
made fudge, and products from Deux
Chat Bakery, Dagoba, Butte Creek Mill,
Pennington Farms, Wild Bill’s, Rogue
Creamery, Rising Sun Farm, Lillie Belle and
other gourmet boutiques. Other delectable
treats from around the state and region are
sprinkled throughout the tasting counters
and deli cases along with a huge selection
of local wines. Local beef from Yale Creek
Ranch, Salant Family Ranch and Scott
River Ranch and Sustainable Seafood from
Port Orford are available alongside artisan
breads from the Applegate Valley’s RiseUp! Artisan Bakery.
Over 50 local wineries are represented
and offer free daily tastings, sometimes
hosted by the winemakers themselves.
You’ll also find a nice variety of Rogue
Ales or Caldera cans in the fully stocked
liquor section, featuring Oregon-made
spirits, liquors and sodas.

GW owner, Paul Murdoch with Kristen
An exciting remodel and expansion will
bring a full service deli to Jacksonville!
They will serve hamburgers and
sandwiches, along with sliced deli meats,
cheeses and salads for delicious, easy
lunches, either on the go, in your home
or on your way to a relaxing picnic. The
best part is the quality of the product,
as you are basically guaranteed a higher
standard and superior flavor with these
amazing local products.
I asked Paul some questions about
his Buy Local practices and got some
amazing answers that opened my eyes
about the impact one business can have
on the community. Check it out.
K –“Where does your Buy Local
philosophy come from and how has it
impacted your business?”
P – “We believe that local is better for
the environment, and better quality. It
enhances the local economy. Local foods
don't consume petroleum for shipping. If
we consume that production
close to the source, everyone
wins. Best of all, local is more
wholesome. We don't have
the complexities of preserving
- through refrigeration, or
chemical preservatives.
What's not to love?
Buying locally is much
more intimate - you know
the producer, and can learn
how they produce their

goods. Knowing where and how your
food was produced is a luxury we all can
afford. It is healthier, more nutritious, and
more rewarding intellectually. Local has
been our mantra since 2003. We are now
focusing on providing local ranchers an
outlet to local consumers and I’m really
passionate about this local meat direction
we are taking. It is the right thing to do. I
want to be a place that stocks and holds
local meat and produce - that can be
picked-up when the consumer wishes. So
if a customer is craving rib-eye steaks on
Thursday, they can get them after work,
even though the next farmers market is
two days away. And if one ranch is out,
perhaps we have some from another. We
just have to solve the logistics.”
K – “Tell me more about the remodel/
expansion and when will it be ready and
cooking?”
P – “We are remodeling to enhance
local meat offerings… expanding our own
products, heading towards becoming a
charcuterie. We plan to offer pastramis,
more sausages, salamis, prosciuttos
and Serrano hams and new lines of our
processed beef, including grass-fed,
organic jerky, sausages and salamis.
We'll have a full meat and cheese case,
with cut and wrap service, seasonal, local
produce and on an ongoing basis. We'll
offer our own sausages and cheese/salami
plates for lunches, as well as sandwiches
and burgers. We'll also offer wines and
beers on tap. We will have a re-opening in
May with our expanded patio for outdoor
seating.
K - “How much money did you spend
last year on local products?
P – “On finished products we sold
through the store and catalog - about
$180,000. On beef sourced throughout
Oregon, another $250,000. Local labor,
$350,000 and another $130,000 on local
services.
K –“Why should people Buy Local in
Southern Oregon?”
P – “It tastes better, is more wholesome,
is made with care by your neighbors and
uses less fuel to bring to your kitchen.
And it keeps the dollars local. I grew
up in this valley and have watched the
struggle with timber booms and busts.
Local agriculture gives our local artisans
an opportunity to bring better products,
with less expense, to our tables. Local
is healthier. Organic meats offer higher
levels of beneficial Omega 3 fats. We can
do better than the current commodity
meat business. Beef, pork and poultry can
be raised in a wholesome environment.
They can range in a manner that is good
for the environment, returning nutrition
to the soil. The meat industry can be
humane. Buying Local is a turn away
from factory farming. Patronizing these
small producers is healthier and is a gift
we give to ourselves, and to our kids.”
Well, if that doesn’t make you want to
spend money locally, then the amazing
foods and drinks will. Paul, Whitney and
the friendly staff at Gary West make it
easy for us to buy local. When we shop
there, they put that money back into the
hands of hundreds of local businesses and
families. Cheers to that. I, for one, can’t
wait to get a hamburger and a beer on tap
at the new deli. See you there!
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Jacksonville Travel Tales
by Skip and Gayle Stokes
Part II: South Georgia and
the Orkneys

W

e’ve been watching a king
penguin pair for almost an
hour, hoping to catch them
in the act of exchanging their egg – the
male has recently returned from feeding
and it’s his turn to take over the egg
duties. The female doesn’t give it up
easily though, and they must complete
a ritual that sometimes takes hours. I
realize that the glacier-clad mountain in
the background is no longer visible – a
storm cloud is moving toward us. Time to
get back to the ship. We zig-zag our way
through small groups of king penguins
and fur seals. By the time we’re back at
the zodiacs– the motorized 10-people rafts
that transport us to and from the ship– the
wind is making it difficult to even get our
life jackets on. Our zodiac driver expertly
judges the oncoming waves, weaving a bit
and slowing down or speeding up- but
even so, we’re drenched with salt water
by the time we get into the lee of the ship.
The first step onto the stair-like gangway
must be timed exactly, as the small raft
rises and falls several feet with each wave.
By the time we’re back on board, the ship’s
whistle is blowing – calling everyone back
before conditions get even worse.
Conditions did get worse, but
fortunately we had already spent four
days exploring this amazing island in
the South Atlantic. For such a small
place, it packs a lot in: huge penguin
and albatross nesting sites, fur seal and
elephant seal breeding grounds, historic
reminders of heroic deeds and of tragic
whaling operations, and dramatic vistas
of mountains and glaciers.
For much of our visit the weather was
at least partially cooperative. We were
able to sit quietly on the pebbly beach
at Fortuna Bay and have a king penguin
come right up to us, stretching out its
long black and gold neck, as if it was E.T.
wanting to make contact. We stood on
rocky outcroppings to watch the smaller,
gold-crested, macaroni penguins making
the trek from a high cliffside colony to
the water and back again. Later, we sat
still on a black sand beach while a fur seal

nuzzled my boot.
The rules for visitors require us to
stay 15 feet from rookeries or nesting
areas– and from wildlife in general when
possible. A fur seal rookery at one landing
site meant we had to content ourselves
with watching grey-headed albatross
from the ship, because there was no place
to land without disturbing them. The fur
seals, however, are under no such rules. If
we strayed too close to a territory, or if we
just needed to get across a non-breeding

beach, we had to use walking sticks or
tripod legs to keep the aggressive males at
bay. Usually just a point in their direction
stopped the charge, but occasionally we
had to actually "tickle a whisker." Besides
fur seals, there were also huge elephant
seals lolling around, and females or young
males going through a molting phase.
They presented another danger – their
wallows were highly odiferous and they
occasionally belched a foul-smelling spray.
In addition to watching the wildlife, we
also experienced history. One of the old
whaling stations is now an informative
museum, where visitors can get an idea
of what it must have been like when
the nearby waters ran red with whale
blood. We hiked a portion of the route
that explorer Earnest Shackleton and
two of his men walked when they made
their way across the then-uncharted
glaciers and mountains to get help for
their stranded companions on Elephant
Island 800 miles away. We even joined in
a ceremonial toast at Shackleton’s grave in
the whalers’ cemetery.
We also witnessed more of the
island’s dramatic scenery with a cruise
into dramatic Drygalski fjord, with the
captain nosing the vessel right up to
the ice pack in front of a glacier wall.
However, the weather was starting to
close in. With a major storm headed
right for the island, the expedition leader
made the difficult decision to forgo
trying for the other two landings he had
planned. We headed south, to the South
Orkney Islands, our gateway to the
Antarctic Peninsula.

Pilates Studio of Jacksonville
NEW 6-WEEK SESSIONS start April 27th
Naverson Room, J’ville Public Library

Tuesdays
9:00am
Pilates

Thursdays

6:15pm
On the Ball - Pilates Style

Pre-Registration Recommended

EASTER SPECIAL!
Sign up for 5 Private Pilates Sessions on
Professional Equipment - get 6th Free!

Mary Ann Carlson
Certiﬁed Pilates Instructor
macarlson@connpoint.net

(541)890-7703

1141 South 3rd Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Hey Steve,
What’s it Worth?

Applegate Valley
Real Estate

by Steven Wall

by Debbie and Don Tollefson

T

his month is all about water!
In case you’re asking, “What
does water have to do with real
estate,” the answer is “Everything.” I’m
not talking about whether your house is
located on a river, creek or lake, but rather
what your well produces, the quality of
that water, and whether or not your land
has irrigation rights.
When purchasing a piece of rural
property, we always recommend that a
well flow test be verified over a four hour
period and that the quality of the water be
tested with a “Top 30” test. The test looks
for EPA limits on salts and conductivity
that make drinking water non-potable.
The state of Oregon mandates a purity
test which includes testing for arsenic, coli
form bacteria and nitrates.
In rural real estate, another waterrelated item that needs to be verified
is water rights for irrigation or ditch
rights. A rural buyer needs to rely on
their Realtor and the seller’s Realtor for
verification of these rights. The most
important tool is the state water resources
website at www.wrd.state.or.us, which
provides information on certificated
wells and water rights documents. It has
an interactive mapping tool that allows
access to pertinent information and
includes original documentation and
subsequent changes. We also suggest
consulting the local Water Master in
Jackson and Josephine Counties for more
information.
Many are under the impression that
if you have a well, the water belongs to
you and that you are entitled to use as

April 2010

much of it as you can pump to irrigate
your land. The state would beg to differ
as water belongs to the state and you can
only legally irrigate ½ acre with your
domestic well. That is plenty of lawn to
mow and makes for a nice garden to tend,
but if you decide to plant a larger crop
that needs water, you’ll need water rights
for irrigation. Water rights are set for a
specific area of land, a specific amount
of water, and have a specific diversion
point stipulated. There are also irrigation
districts with ditches that crisscross the
Applegate and Rogue Valleys. Access
to these ditches requires payment of a
yearly fee. Many are already at maximum
capacity. Water rights are dated so if
a year has limited water available, the
oldest water rights take priority. Finally, if
you have water rights and fail to use them
or to lease them back to a water trust after
5 years, you may lose them.
Just remember, water is a key
component to the value of rural property.

Don & Debbie Tollefson are real estate
agents in Applegate and monitor the changes
and evolution in the Applegate Valley
real estate market.
They will be opening a new real estate
company, "Applegate Valley Realty" next to
the Applegate River Lodge (15090 Hwy 238,
Applegate) on April 1st.
For questions on buying or selling property,
call 541-973-9185 or 541-973-9184, email
dtollefson@gmail.com or visit their website at
www.teamtollefsonrealtors.com.

Going
GREEN
with
Online Bill Pay
Help conserve our precious resources by eliminating
paper billing statements, envelopes and postage when you
sign up for Rogue Disposal’s new secure online bill pay.
Pay your bill online and choose to receive your monthly billing
notification via email instead of a paper bill. Online payments
will post to an account within two business days.
Just another way we are helping keep Southern Oregon GREEN.
Sign up at www.roguedisposal.com.

We Do That!
For more information:

We Do That!
Call (541) 779-4161
visit: roguedisposal.com
For more information:

Call (541) 779-4161
visit: roguedisposal.com
0809 R667

W

hew! After four hours of
viewing and appraising
antiques at the Jacksonville
Barn Company’s version of the Antiques
Road Show, I was happy to sit down and
have a nice glass of wine from Caprice
Vineyards. Caprice was doing a wine
tasting while I evaluated items brought
in from more than 40 people. It was an
excellent turnout, with all sorts of items
from jewelry to photographs, pottery,
perfumes, maps and silver. Some of the
more memorable items were included a
French perfume
with sterling
cupids - valued
at $150-175, an
original 1933
Mickey Mouse
watch valued at
$300, a Nippon
vase – valued
at $175-250, a
large Tiffany
period leaded
glass table lamp
valued at$10001500, and a civil
war-era desk valued a $1200-1400. Many
folks brought in 2 to 3 items each. I had
to work fast to help them identify and
give values to 100+ items. One item in
particular that really caught my eye was a
gold ring with a hinged band section that
when opened, revealed a finely woven
pattern of human hair. You might think
“hair, how disgusting!” If you didn’t
know it was hair, you would never know
it was made from hair as it looked like
finely woven tapestry or a miniature
basket weaving.
During our Victorian past, the making

of hair jewelry was a common practice.
Instructions for making hair jewelry were
printed in Godey’s Lady’s Book, a sort of
historic McCall’s magazine. Hair would
be divided into equal lengths and small
groups of strands, then placed over a
round wooden form in separate groups
and woven together like a braid. Ladies
would gather in their parlor rooms, much
like in knitting circles, to produce intricate
broaches, necklaces, bracelets, earrings
and rings crafted from an individual’s
hair as a token of love, friendship or
in memory of a
beloved family
member.
Our gold ring
was quite finely
engraved with
a delicately
designed latch in
the form of a small
buckle. The hair
work sat neatly
below a hinged
gold cover that
locked in place by
means of a simple
catch. The inside of the band revealed
the ring was given as a token of love.
This was a very nice example in excellent
condition with an auction value of $200250.
If you missed this event, don’t fret, I’ll
be holding another session on Monday,
April 12 from 1-4 at the Jacksonville Barn
Company below La Fiesta Restaurant. See
you then.

Steve Wall lives in Jacksonville and is the
owner of Wall Auctioneers. He may be reached
at 541-261-4103 or wallenterprises@msn.com.

Oregon Buys Land for BLM
by Jack Duggan

March 18, the State of Oregon agreed
to spend $193,000 of taxpayer money so
a special interest group could buy 140
acres of land, on the condition the land be
given to the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM). The seller will realize a profit of
nearly $20,000 on marginal bare land
purchased in 2007. Both the seller and the
special interest group will be entitled to
significant tax credits, further increasing
the cost to the State of Oregon.
This valuable land is the Forest Creek
140, an isolated plot of land located
along the East Fork of Forest Creek Road
in Jackson County. The State entered
the deal in response to a grant request
from the Motorcycle Riders Association
(MRA). The MRA had attempted to secure
a grant to purchase the property twice
before, neither time successfully. The
grant request that led to the State buying
the land for the federal government
was submitted in November 2008 and a
hearing was held April 2, 2009. The State
accepted the price of $233,000, based on
a single non-certified appraisal, with
neither discussion nor negotiation. The
difference between the price and the grant
is a cash-back from the seller to meet
matching funds requirements.
The Forest Creek Community
Association, representing the families
living along the road that accesses the
property, testified that they were opposed
to the purchase. The State expressed
surprise at the opposition. One analysis of
the grant request concluded that the MRA
should be indicted for Public Investment
Fraud because the application contained
so many false and misleading statements.
The applicants, for instance, had included
a letter of support from a man who had
been dead for nearly a year. The State
tabled the grant request. The MRA got an
attorney, then said if they got the grant

they would give the land to BLM. The
State then granted the request.
The money comes from a fund set
aside for off-road machine recreation.
Enthusiasts convinced the State to set up
the fund from gas tax money, arguing
that they shouldn’t pay taxes on gasoline
they did not use on Oregon’s roadways.
The amount is determined by surveying
off-road enthusiasts. The fund also
includes fees paid to register off-road
vehicles. It is distributed through a grant
system administered by the Oregon Parks
and Recreation Department.
BLM did not ask the State to buy
the property for them, but they have
supported, some say advocated for, the
MRA. BLM intends to make the area
around the property a playground for
off-road vehicles. They say they did that
in 1995, but no descriptions, maps or
identifying information were presented
to the public until 2004. Still, since 1995
off-road vehicle activity in the area has
increased dramatically. When they finally
learned of BLM’s plans to designate the
area around their homes for concentrated
off-road machine recreation, more than
1,600 registered voters petitioned the
government in opposition, stating simply
that it was an inappropriate place for
such activity. Yet in 2009 the State was
“surprised at the opposition.”
Both the MRA and BLM, as well as the
sellers of the land, a motorsports company
and MRA sponsor, will benefit from this
deal. The citizens of Oregon, however, will
have $200,000 less to fix bad roads, give
their kids a quality education, or provide
for public safety.
Jack Duggan lives on Forest Creek Road
in the Applegate.
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Practically Speaking
by Debby Luetkenhoelter, M.A./CCC-SLP

I

remember a mom once telling
me about the trouble her son was
having in school. Teachers labeled
him as having a behavior problem. Mom
tried to help by pointing out her son’s
diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactive
Disorder (ADHD). The teacher
responded, “That is no excuse”. Mom
replied, “maybe not, but it is a reason”.
That always stuck with me. If our child
has a legitimate diagnosable disorder, is
it an excuse for his behavior? Or is it a
reason for his struggles?
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) is one of the most common
childhood disorders and can continue
through adolescence and adulthood.
(National Institute of Mental Health).
What are the symptoms of ADHD in
children?
Inattention, hyperactivity, and
impulsivity are the key behaviors of ADHD.
It is normal for all children to be inattentive,
hyperactive, or impulsive sometimes, but
for children with ADHD, these behaviors
are more severe and occur more often. To
be diagnosed with the disorder, a child
must have symptoms for 6 or more months
and to a degree that is greater than other
children of the same age.
Children with symptoms of
inattention may:
• Be easily distracted, miss details,
forget things, and frequently switch
from one activity to another
• Have difficulty focusing on one thing
• Become bored with a task after only
a few minutes, unless they are doing
something enjoyable
• Have difficulty focusing attention on
organizing and completing a task or
learning something new
• Have trouble completing or turning in
homework assignments, often losing
things (e.g., pencils, toys, assignments)
needed to complete tasks or activities
• Not seem to listen when spoken to
• Daydream, become easily confused,
and move slowly
• Have difficulty processing information
as quickly and accurately as others

• Struggle to follow instructions.
Children who have symptoms of
hyperactivity may:
• Fidget and squirm in their seats
• Talk nonstop
• Dash around, touching or playing with
anything and everything in sight
• Have trouble sitting still during
dinner, school, and story time
• Be constantly in motion
• Have difficulty doing quiet tasks or
activities.
Children who have symptoms of
impulsivity may:
• Be very impatient
• Blurt out inappropriate comments,
show their emotions without
restraint, and act without regard for
consequences.
• Have difficulty waiting for things they
want or waiting their turns in games
• Often interrupt conversations or
others' activities.
Here’s an interesting note from the
Mayo Clinic:
“Many adults with ADHD aren't
aware they have the disorder — they
just know that everyday tasks can be a
real challenge. Many adults with ADHD
find it difficult to focus and prioritize,
leading to missed deadlines and forgotten
meetings or social engagements. The
inability to control impulses can range
from impatience waiting in line or driving
in traffic to mood swings, outbursts of
anger and troubled relationships. Many
adults with ADHD have a history of
problems at school and at work.
All adults with ADHD had ADHD as
children, even if it was never diagnosed.
About 1 in 3 people with ADHD grows
out of symptoms; about 1 in 3 continues
to have symptoms that are less severe as
adults; and about 1 in 3 continues to have
significant symptoms as adults.
Next month: Strategies to help those
with ADHD
Debby may be reached at the
Jacksonville Speech & Language Center
541-899-7000.
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Hamlet - Cont'd from Pg. 11
perfectly appropriate modern garb.
Hamlet’s acid-tongued jibes and double
entendres are always funny, with the
character traditionally wielding them,
like a swordsman, against kith and
kin with pinpoint accuracy. Donohue
issues words no less deadly, but his
delivery is curiously inviting, almost
seductive. The malice intended toward
the characters who surround him
remains; however, the warmth of his
tone seems intended for “us”—if not
“us” the audience, then perhaps “us”
as in the “royal we” of his guilt-ridden,
procrastinating conscience. When a
player does this good a job at conveying
connivance and charm, his audience
can’t help falling for him.
Audiences will also fall for a few
welcome surprises beyond the modern
dress. The ghost of Hamlet’s murdered
father, played by renowned deaf actor
Howie Seago, speaks to his lad with
words no mortal can hear, literally—
American sign language! Donohue
helps the audience out in these

conversations by repeating bits of his
father’s dialogue, but much of the byplay
is left to the audience’s imagination and
to its recollection of the play. Do we need
to hear the Ghost explain that poison was
poured into his royal ear, when a simple
gesture will suffice?
Even more contemporary—
delightfully so—is the play within
the play, a wonderfully mad hip-hop
performance that has the audience
tapping its feet to its scratched out beat.
We don’t profess to be big hip-hop fans,
but we’re suddenly convinced that this
is the way Will intended it in the first
place.
To repeat: a triumph.
Paula and Terry each have long impressivesounding resumes implying that they are
battle-scarred veterans of life within the
Hollywood studios. They’re now happily
relaxed into Jacksonville.
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Diabetes Dialog
by Carol Jo Pettit

W

hat’s the fuss people make
about youngsters developing
diabetes? Don’t you just give
them a shot?
I received this email message from a
young friend in California. Her beautiful,
skinny son was diagnosed with Type 1
diabetes when he was a young teenager. She
says it’s fine to share her letter with you.
Hi Carol,
We had a very bad, frightening scare with
Michael Monday night. I got a phone call at
10:30 out of a dead sleep by a stranger saying
that he was being rushed to the hospital in an
ambulance and to get there right away. Long
story short, he was not checking his sugars,
maybe once a day for many days. He was
closing at work, and for three hours up to the
ambulance, he remembers nothing. He sent
his co worker home at 8:30 but remembers
nothing. Somehow, by the grace of God, he
stumbled outside, and someone spotted him
crawling on the pavement and called 911.
By the time the sheriff and paramedics made
it, he was having a full blown seizure. Oh,
Carol, I’m just sick that he went thru all
of that alone. We were in ER all Monday
night. His seizure was so bad, it took two
sheriffs and two paramedics to get him on the
gurney. He’s scabbed and bruised and sore
from head to toe. If he didn’t have an angel on
his shoulder getting him outside, Carol, I’m
certain as well as his Dr. that he would have
died alone in the store. This was a huge wake
up call to him, a lot to think about. When he

was first diagnosed, they told us he would be
back in the hospital with something like this
in the first year because of denial. I guess it
just took longer, seven yrs. Breaks my heart
beyond words. There was so much more to the
story but too much to write. Has anything like
this ever happened to your family?
Love, Mary
This is how the families with children
and young adults with Type 1 diabetes
live—the constant fear that, should a
blood sugar drop occur when they are
alone. We’ve talked about when it is
appropriate to use Glucagon, the kit for
emergency hypoglycemia (blood sugar
lows), and this, indeed, would have been
the appropriate time. However, the
passerby probably wouldn’t have known
how to use the kit, even if it had been on
the sidewalk with Michael.
This is one of the reasons why we
must find a cure for diabetes, the fastestgrowing disease in America. Soon one
of three children will be diagnosed with
diabetes over the course of their lifetimes.
A big “Thank You” to the American
Diabetes Association and to the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation for
working so hard for the CURE!
Please consider joining our local
Southern Oregon Step-Out to Fight
Diabetes committee. We, and the children
of Southern Oregon, need you!
Carol Jo Pettit
541-512-9189

A Stimulus Package that Works
“Be careful what you blog about.
It just might change the world.”
Those are the words of Cinda Baxter,
Founder of The 3/50 Project. She’s
a retail consultant and professional
speaker whose mission is to strengthen
independent brick and mortar
businesses. With fourteen years as a
successful retail store owner, she gets
it from the inside out, and feels an
obligation to pay it forward. The 3/50
Project supports locally-owned brick

and mortar businesses of all types: retail
stores, restaurants, etc. Local businesses
have a personal stake in the health of
the local economy. The Review would
like to thank Steve Abandonato, owner
of Jacksonville’s Pot Rack, for bringing
this amazing project to our attention.
Want to participate in an economic
stimulus plan that stands a real chance
of working? Then check out the 3/50
Project today!
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Cool, Clear Water – How Refreshing
by the Jacksonville Public Works Department

Mamma Mia Gelateria ®
Join us for Lunch
Housemade Soup
Salads

Gourmet Sandwiches
Espresso Drinks

Pints & Quarts To-Go
Gelato & Sorbet Handcrafted Daily
157 W. California Street, Jacksonville
541-899-3969
www.mammamiagelateria.com

In the heat of summer, most
animals and humans try to find a
place where it is cooler. If you’re
outside, that usually means a shady
spot or in the water. Now if you
actually live in the water, (in other
words, you’re a fish,) and the water
is warm, where do you go? Not to
the dry side, but maybe if you’re
lucky, to a shady spot and hope
that the water flowing into your
spot is cooler.
Water temperature plays an
important part in healthy streams.
The salmon and trout families of
fish are very sensitive to water
temperature and need cold water

to thrive. The overall impact of
development by humans over the
years has reduced the quality of
habitat for salmon, steelhead and
trout by raising the temperature
of stream waters, so we now need
to repair that damage. Here in
our valley, the main waterway
that flows into the Rogue River
is Bear Creek. All the tributaries
flowing into Bear Creek affect
its temperature and by helping
to keep the tributaries as cool as
possible will help keep Bear Creek
cool also.
Two key factors affecting the
temperature of water are shade

and the temperature of runoff
entering the stream. Even though
our two creeks in Jacksonville
seldom have water in them during
the summer months, providing
shade over them is enjoyable
to hikers and wildlife. Through
proper development around the
creeks, rainwater that falls on hot
asphalt can be held in wetlands
and swales to allow it to cool
down, or not enter the creek at all.
Keeping our small creeks cool and
healthy will be much appreciated
by the fish who live downstream.

Jackson County Waste Diversion Days

Properly dispose of household paints and chemicals
Free Latex Paint Drop-off Event
April 30 & May 1, 8am - 4 pm
Drop off your household
latex paints for proper disposal.
Remember: household latex paints
only; this event is not open to
business waste or oil based paints.
Need some paint? Check out the
free re-use table.
Jackson County Drop-off sites:
Rogue Disposal & Recycling
transfer station, 8001 Table Rock
Rd, White City, 779-4161
Recology Ashland Sanitary
Service transfer station, 3000 N.
Valley View Rd, Ashland, 482-1471

Household Hazardous Waste
Drop-off Event
May 7-8, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Bring your household hazardous
waste to Rogue Disposal Transfer
Station, 8001 Table Rock Road.
Cost is $5.00 per vehicle. Trade
in your mercury thermometer
for a digital one at no charge.
Acceptable items include: cleaning
supplies, batteries, pool and spa
chemicals, lead and oil-based
paint, paint removers, wood
preservatives and light ballasts.
Do NOT bring: fluorescent bulbs,
medical or biological waste,

explosives,
radioactive
materials,
ammunition,
commercial
or industrial waste, asbestos, 55
gallon drums, propane tanks, fire
extinguishers or other metal tanks.
Recycle more at home and work: Find
the Jackson County Recycling Directory
online at www.jcrecyclingdirectory.
org. For more information, contact
Rogue Disposal at 779-4161 or www.
RogueDisposal.com.

Watershed - Cont'd from Pg. 5

Jacksonville’s
Newest
Old Vacation
Rental
is now available!

The Magruder House
Stay in one of Jacksonville’s oldest historic residences.
The Magruder House was built in 1871 and is located
within minutes of Jacksonville’s restaurants, shops and
the Britt Gardens concert venue.
House has 2 bed / 2 bath w/ original historic features,
wood work, and root cellar with all the modern 21st
century conveniences - upgraded kitchen, heating
system and more. Your canine family members are
welcome and will enjoy a fully-fenced backyard.
More pix at www.vrbo.com #282314
Rates: $100-$125 per night + $50 non-refundable
cleaning deposit + $200 refundable security deposit.
Call now to reserve: 541-210-0350

on 1080 watershed acres, which Hess
noted would preserve the uniqueness
of the Forest Park, provide future city
development rights and provide the
MRA strategic access.
A new plan presented by Bob
Kingsnorth and Steve Casaleggio
of a newly formed citizens group
included an overview of maps from
the BLM’s recent DEIS study. The
maps illustrated 34,000 acres of
a spaghetti web of existing OHV
trails in the area. The audience was
reminded that the city council had
recently backed DEIS Option 4,
calling for pushing OHV use away
from Jacksonville to Ruch and Forest
Creek. Kingsnorth suggested that
any improved and/or increased MRA
access in the Forest Park/watershed
would result in more riding,
negatively impacting Jacksonville’s
quality of life. Increased traffic, noise
and erosion issues would increase,
as well. The new plan honored a
2005 petition to maintain & manage
the watershed and to not sell-off
land. It mandates a land stewardship
and conservation easement plan,
and forms strategic partnerships
with groups like the Woodlands

Association, Boosters Club and
Oregon’s gas tax fund is under the
others to raise funds and preserve
magnifying glass at the legislature
the watershed. Finally, Kingsnorth
and that no guarantee of future
stated it was time to renegotiate
funding exists. In essence, the state
outdated BLM road easements
may be looking to reallocate funds
enabling OHV access through the
to roads and bridges, Duggan said.
Forest Park and upper watershed.
He concluded that the city should
Those easements, he claimed, have
not count on any money from a
morphed into something beyond
land swap with the MRA to fix the
logging roads, creating a highway
reservoir and that the city should
for OHV access, and creating today’s instead seek grant money for repairs.
land use conflict.
A lively Q&A session followed the
The final presentation of the
presentation. The next meeting to
evening included a request by Jack
discuss watershed options will be held
Duggan to consider implementing a
after the city council and staff review
land stewardship plan developed by
the RVCOG dam/spillway analysis.
the Master Land Steward Program
At that time, the Mayor will schedule
at Oregon State University’s
another town hall meeting and a
Extension Service. Duggan is a
public hearing on the matter.
resident of the Forest Creek area
west of Jacksonville and has been
Editors Note: A last minute development
actively seeking a solution to
regarding an OHV land purchase by the
OHV conflicts for many years. His
MRA occurred at press time. Please see
preliminary watershed draft plan
letter by Jack Duggan on p. 24
included stewardship milestones
to be reached over the next ten
years. Duggan
commented that
land acquisition
funds provided
HOME OF OLD FASHIONED SERVICE
to the MRA from

The Insurance Center
“We Specialize in High Value Homes”

Home - Auto - Farm - Wineries
Life - Health - Business
Trucks - Bonds - RVs
Mobile Homes
Classic Autos
Street Rods
SR 22s
Issued Immediately
Call George or Debbie
PHONE

(541) 899-9535
TOLL FREE

(888) 699-9535
E-Mail: Insure@charter.net
www.insurancecenter-or.com
240 West C Street • Jacksonville, OR 97530
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J'Ville Merchant Map
Shop, Dine, Play & Stay LOCAL
jville barn co
caprice tasting rm

jville country store

2010 The Jacksonville Boosters & Garden Clubs

Home & Garden Tour
2010

Saturday, May 15, & Sunday, May 16,
Noon - 5 pm
Essentials Skin Care

*

Stage Lodge

Map Designed by Katharine Gracey©2008

Tour Jacksonville’s Historic Homes & Gardens, including the
Max Mueller House (above), 1888!
Many Churches and buildings also on tour!
Tickets go on sale April 15, at the Jacksonville Visitors Center ($14)
located next to the Post Office. Call 541-899-8118 for more.
Proceeds fund community projects & programs.
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JWA Celebrating 20th Anniversary

Liz Braislin Trail
Saturday, April 3: 10:00 a.m. – Noon
(Beekman Woods & Arboretum, Grove
Woods)
This 3-mile loop showcases the
Beekman Woods, then circles Doc Griffin
Park (comfort stop). Bring your picnic lunch
to enjoy back at the park. Meet at 10:00 a.m.
at the Beekman House parking area off East
California St. & Laurelwood Drive.
Saturday, April 10: 10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
The 6 “B’s,” and Honoring BLM
4-mile hike of Rich Gulch, Panorama

April 2010

40 Years of Earth Day

Point, French Gulch provides a chance
to learn about gold mining history at the
famous Chinese Diggings site. Meet at the
upper Britt parking lot behind the Britt
Pavilion, far end of West Fir St.
Saturday, April 17: Annual Hike-AThon and Dedication of “Liz’s Trail.”
Registration for the Hike-A-Thon starts
at 9:30 a.m. at the pavilion at Doc Griffin
Park in downtown Jacksonville. JWA
program starts at 10:00 a.m. and the
first hike at 10:40. (2 miles) to the Grove
property and the Sergent Property,
showcasing the JWA’s newest trails. Then
it’s back to Doc Griffin Park for lunch
provided by the Jacksonville Chiropractic
Clinic from 12:00 to 1:30. At lunchtime,
Art Presence will hold an auction of
decorative bird houses as seen on map
page 23 of this issue. At 1:45, hike-out
to the newest JWA trails 4-5 miles) for a
ribbon-cutting ceremony for Liz’s (Liz
Braislin) Trail. (Shuttle service to the
trail head will be available for those with
limited mobility).
Check the JWA website at
www.jvwoodlands.org for updates and
changes. All hikers should wear appropriate
clothing, shoes and bring drinking water.

J'ville’s 150th Anniversary Bikefest

With this year’s theme, Living,
Learning, Leading, Rogue Valley Earth
Day invites area residents to share
and discover ways to create healthy,
sustainable lifestyles. This year is the
40th anniversary of the first Earth Day; in
southern Oregon and around the world,
the annual celebration inspires action,
awareness and community building.
Dozens of exhibits will demonstrate
a wide variety earth-friendly ideas for
home, work and school. Visitors will learn
the benefits of supporting local farmers,
see how solar electricity works, watch
how to construct a cob building, find out
about greener gardening, and explore
alternative forms of transportation.
Live music, dance and theater will
delight the crowd. Hamfist, a lively
acoustic ensemble, covers everything
from jug band jazz, classic country, power
pop and contemporary Americana. “Jack
and the Greenstalk,” a performance of
Ashland Children’s Theater will motivate

the audience to recycle more and save
energy. Le Cirque Center of Ashland will
awe the crowd with circus arts, as kids
show their skills on aerial silks and hoops.
Two youthful drum troupes, Pulsation
and BANG will play various international
rhythms, Dancing People Company will
perform striking modern dance, and
Helman School Eco Dragons will sing
"Can't Help Recycling It All" and "Let's
Go Organic.
A family-friendly event, the celebration
offers dozens of children’s activities
throughout the day. Grab a delicious bite
to eat from one of the local food vendors
serving earth-friendly fare. Please help
make the event ZeroWaste by bringing
your own beverage container.
Outdoor event admission is free.
ScienceWorks is located at 1500 E. Main
Street in Ashland. For more information,
visit www.RogueValleyEarthDay.net or call
541.488.6606.

Bikefest Volunteers Needed!

On April 24 & 25, Jacksonville will host
a weekend Bikefest, featuring competitive
bicycle races in the Forest Park. The
public is invited to come watch the fun
and to participate in all races – there’s
even a fun and free kids race on Sunday.
For registration packets and more, see
www.echelonevents.webs.com
Super D - Saturday April 24
Hundreds of bike riders will enjoy
the superb scenery of Jacksonville's
Forest Park in the first annual Super D
over diverse and technically challenging
terrain. From the starting line, riders will
quickly descend from the MRA’s Jumper
Trail to the Boundary Trail. After a short
STEEP climb, riders will follow a 1/4th
mile flat double-track trail to the Cantrell
Creek trail and then descend down through
a thick wooded section. Upon exiting the
tree line, riders will again turn down more
single-track on a freshly-reclaimed trail
that’s a great place for spectators to watch.
From here, riders will exit & travel down
the road to another climbing section. A
second & final short fire road section ride
leads to the Norling Creek and Rail Trails

and then to the finish line located inside the
Jacksonville Reservoir.
BIKEFEST KIDS RACE – Immediately
following Super D Race – Presented by
JOBA (Jacksonville Oregon Business
Association) Free to kids 12 & Under at
1:30 PM at the Jacksonville Reservoir.
Down Hill - Sunday April 25
This is a challenging Downhill racing
event with steep & fast technical terrain
that will keep riders on the edge of their
saddles! The race begins at the top of
Forest Park, with a quick drop in to the
forest canopy and 1100ft of descending
trail through creek drainage areas and
beautiful terrain with stunning views of
Jacksonville and the Rogue Valley.
This Down Hill-specific course has been
custom made and is divided into two
sections requiring expert negotiation and
athletic ability. Riders will travel down
the Boundary Trail with 14% grades to the
Cantrell Creek Trail. Then, Cantrell Creek
to the Finish includes densely wooded
trail sections with technical terrain where
riders will be darting through trees and
gliding over roots and rocks to the finish.

If you have time to help, Bikefest
needs volunteer Course Marshalls
and registration tent assistants for the
Saturday Super D and Children’s Race
and the Sunday Downhill Race.
Please contact Joe Davis at 541-951-9631
or Dick Ames at 541-899-9112 for more
information on volunteering.
On Saturday, there’s a Volunteer
Meeting at 8:00 am at the Registration
Tent at the Jacksonville Reservoir.
(Take Hwy. 238 west of downtown to
the intersection of Mary Ann Drive/
Reservoir Rd. Take Reservior Rd. (dirt

road) west for approx. 1 mile. Follow
signs.) Volunteers are encouraged
to bring good walking shoes, water,
backpack, sack lunch, folding chair,
umbrella, and sunscreen. Volunteers
will be provided a radio (walkie-talkie).
Races start at 10 am and finish at 1:00
pm both days, followed by awards
presentations at the Good Bean Coffee
Company at California & Oregon
Street. For post-race events, there is
plenty of parking behind the Post Office
and Library.

Big Selection!
~ Little Store ~

 Sales
 Clothing
 Accessories
 Service Repair
535 North 5th Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
541-899-9190
“Come and see us for unsurpassed service and technical expertise.” Jana Jensen, Owner
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Local History

Reflections

by Margaret LaPlante

A

by Gates McKibbin

The Life of the Britt Festivals’ Peter Britt

s a young man in Switzerland,
Peter Britt trained to be a
portrait painter and in doing so,
traveled from hamlet to hamlet seeking
work. He courted a young lady by the
name of Amalia Grob, but her father
disapproved of Peter’s choice of careers so
the relationship was not to be.
In 1845, Peter immigrated to America
with his father (his mother had died
earlier.) The two settled in Highland,
Illinois where Peter resumed his career
as a portrait painter.
When he realized that
competition existed
from a newly invented
contraption known
as a daguerreian
camera, young Peter
traveled to St. Louis
and trained under an
expert of daguerreian
photography, J.H.
Fitzgibbon.
Hearing of the
splendor of Oregon,
Peter decided Oregon
was the place for a
promising career
in the photography
and portrait painting
business and packed
up his gear and headed
west with two other
young men. While he worked hauling
freight and mining, his free time was
spent doing photography and painting
and took numerous photographs of early
Jacksonville which have been preserved
to this day. In 1874, he took two
photographs of Crater Lake which helped
convince the United States government to
make Crater Lake a national park.
Peter built onto his Jacksonville log
cabin, creating a lovely home where he
planted many exotic trees, flowers and
plants, including grapes. Those grapes
were used to make and market his own
wine under the name of Valley View
Vineyards. His orchards overflowed with
apples and pears.
As busy as Peter was with agriculture
and horticulture interests, real estate
investments, mining interests, business
loans, a honey making operation,
portrait painting and his photography
business, he still found time to keep in
touch with family and friends back in
Illinois. Such correspondence revealed
that his sweetheart, Amalia, was living in
Wisconsin with her 6 year-old son Jacob,
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had recently been widowed and was left
with few financial resources. After learing
that Amalia was considering returning
to Switzerland, he wrote to her with an
offer - he would pay for her passage back
to their home country, or she could come
to Oregon and marry him. She chose the
latter and the two were married at the
home of Kasper Kubli in the Applegate
Valley. Peter raised Jacob as his own
son and soon the couple had three more
children. Their first son, Emil, was born
in 1862, followed by
another son, Arnold,
in 1864. Sadly, Arnold
died prior to his 2nd
birthday. A daughter,
Amalia, known as
Mollie, was born in
1865.
After Amalia died
ten years later, Peter
raised the children on
his own. Jacob died in
1896. Peter died in 1905
at the age of 87.
Emil and Mollie
remained in the house,
neither of them ever
married. Realizing
the impact their
father had had on the
history of the Rogue
Valley, they opened
a museum in their home to showcase
Peter’s equipment, photographs and
paintings. Mollie was the last surviving
heir and died in 1955. The Britt house
suffered a substantial fire two years later.
Three years later, another fire swept
through the house, this time destroying
it. Luckily, many of the artifacts had
already been saved since Peter had left
his collection to the State Board of Higher
Education of the State of Oregon. They
have generously shared the collection so
that we can learn what life was like in the
early days of Jacksonville.
Today, people enjoy shows at the Britt
Festival on the grounds where Peter’s
home once stood - grounds shaded in part
by a giant Sequoia tree planted at the time
of Emil’s birth.
Margaret LaPlante is a local historian and
author of the DeAutremont Brothers:
America's Last Great Train Robbery and
On To Oregon: The Stories of 70 families who
settled in the Rogue Valley. The books can be
pruchased through roguecrime.com or
email Grizzly1000@gmail.com

R

ecently “off the grid” met
“girlfriends gathered for a long
weekend” at my house. Their
visit introduced an unexpected reality
check on idealized country living.
Three friends from the Bay Area had
waited all winter until they could drive
chain-free over Siskiyou Pass to check out
my new home. I cleaned, reorganized,
planned menus, filled the refrigerator
and freshened the linens. They arrived on
a gloriously sunny day, congratulating
me on my decision to trade city life for
expansive vistas and uncanny quiet.
We noshed, laughed and chatted about
myriad topics, although no one brought
up the universal favorite – septic system
capacity. No problem. The man from Roto
Rooter had warned me not to overdo it,
defining that as “a long shower followed
by four loads of laundry and a sinkful of
dishes.” But I figured that multiple quick
showers were roughly the equivalent of one
long one, and I had allowed a few hours
between washing a load of towels and
running the dishwasher.
On the second morning I heard a
shriek: “Dirty water is gurgling up into
the shower stall!” I ran to check it out,
and sure enough, the septic system was
rebelling. Clearly it had had enough.
As I watched the water level rise, I
kept thinking, “Please don’t overflow!”
Blessedly, it didn’t.
I immediately instituted a “no water
use” policy, and we headed out on a
road trip to Ashland, the better to make it
stick. When we returned, I was relieved to
see that every last drop of overflow had
drained out of the stall. Unfortunately, the
other stuff that had tagged along with it

was still there. I sopped it up, sponged on
my biodegradable lavender-fragranced allpurpose cleaner and announced cheerfully
that everything was fine. Crisis averted.
Limited water use for the next 24 hours
seemed to settle things down. One friend
who could no longer stand being grungy
took a minimalist shower. I waited for
a dreaded swell of water. Seeing none, I
popped in a load of laundry. The washer
had just begun the rinse cycle when the
shower drain was belching and burping
once again. I was markedly less cheerful
after the second cleanup.
Finally after everyone left, the system
started functioning properly. I went back
to taking Navy showers (get wet, turn
off water, soap up, rinse) like the ones I
adopted during the California drought. I
ran the dishwasher only after it occurred
to me that mold might overtake my
favorite china. And I decided that the
laundry could wait at least a week.
I have now instituted Camp Rules
for all visitors – everything from no
running water during teeth brushing
to discretionary toilet flushing. Navy
showers are non-negotiable. I’m going to
email the list to friends and family who
are considering staying at my off-the-grid
house. I’d love to have them here, but I
expect that quite a few will opt for an onthe-grid B&B instead. Creature comforts
trump roughing it every time.
Gates McKibbin moved to Jacksonville after
working and living in the Bay Area for three
decades as a consultant to major corporations.
This column contains her musings about this
remarkable community and her new life far
away from the fast lane.

Pioneer Village Has New Administrator
Farmington Centers, Inc. has hired
Sherri Scott as its new Administrator of
Pioneer Village, Jacksonville’s premier
retirement community. Sherri has over 18
years of experience in the long-term care
industry, most recently as the Executive
Director of a Medford assisted living
facility.
Sherri is a native of Southern Oregon,
having grown up in the Grants Pass/
Murphy area. She and her husband of
34 years purchased her parents’ Murphy
homestead 13 years ago where they
raised 4 children. Today, they are the
proud grandparents to 7, going on 8,
grandchildren.
Sherri fell in love with Pioneer Village
the minute she stepped through the front

door. She enjoys learning about the history
of PV’s residents, and being a part of a
dynamic team that serve’s our elderly.
Pioneer Village now has available
21 new, comfortable homes offering
deluxe assisted living apartments,
offering the ability to stay as
independent as possible, while having
staff available and ready to assist if
needed.
Sherri is proud to call Pioneer Village
her new home. Welcome to Jacksonville,
Sherri!
You can visit Sherri at Pioneer Village,
located at 805 N. 5th Street,
call (541.899.6825) or email
(admin2@pioneervillageoregon.com).

Explore the Opportunities.

Sharon Richey

Lyn Boening, CFP®

Melanie Madden

We specialize in:

Investment Advisory Services
Estate Planning
Mutual Funds, Stocks & Bonds
Life, Health & Long Term Care Insurance

Stress Relief

Please call for a no obligation consultation:

5 41. 8 9 9 . 916 4

Our Jacksonville office location:
820 North 5th Street

Massage can help...

Jen Clear, LMT
541-301-0382

�

Securities and Advisory Services offered through
Financial investment Network Corporation, Member SIPC

525 N. Fifth Street,
Jacksonville
In the Fifth Street Salon

w w w. Ly n B o e n i n g . c o m

oregontherapeuticmassage.com

*Lower blood pressure *Increase circulation
*Relax muscles and improve range of motion
*Decrease anxiety
*Manage stress, the leading cause of most disease

Stress-Less Spring Special
$15 OFF ANY TREATMENT*
Offer valid through 5/31/10 • *minimum one hour session
Please mention this ad when you call.
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Calling All Foodies

April 2010

Speaking of Wine

by Constance Jesser

by Duane Bowman

Pistachio Muffins

T

H

he following recipe is a great
way to use the Hanley Farms
Horsepower Whole Wheat Flour.
Using nut oil vs. butter is a healthier
alternative in baking.
(Makes 12 muffins)
2 cups whole wheat flour
¾ cup light muscavado sugar, packed
(you may substitute light brown sugar)
½ cup old fashioned oatmeal, dry
½ cup pistachio nuts, chopped
1 Tbsp baking powder
1 Tbsp orange peel
½ tsp salt
¾ cup skim milk
½ cup unsweetened applesauce
½ cup pistachio oil
1 egg (or ¼ cup Egg Beaters)
½ cup Honey Roasted Pistachios - crushed
Mix flour, sugar, oats, pistachios, baking powder, orange peel and salt in bowl,
stirring with spoon until well blended. Add milk, applesauce, pistachio oil and egg
all at once. Stir lightly just to mix. Don’t over mix or texture will suffer. Spoon into 12
greased or paper-lined muffin cups. Spoon crushed honey roasted pistachios over. Bake
at 400 F for 18 to 22 minutes or until golden brown, turning pan around after 15 minutes
for even browning. Cool 5 minutes then remove from pan and cool on wire rack.
Happy Cooking Everyone!
Constance Jesser - Jacksonville Mercantile
“A Delicious Discovery”

Moving? Want friends and family to know
what it going on in your town?
YOU TOO CAN SUBSCRIBE to THE REVIEW!
$24 - 1 year / $38 - 2 years

S H OW T IM E S
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FOLLIES
A Life in Revue
THE

Based on Original Direction and Choreography by Tommy Tune
Musical Direction by John Taylor
Choreography Adapted by Kimberly Awbrey & Meghan McCandless
Costume Design by Sue Quackenbush Lighting Design by Brad Nelson Set Design by Don Zastoupil
Book by Peter Stone, Music Composed & Arranged by Cy Coleman, Lyrics by Betty Comden & Adolph Green. Original New York Production
Directed & Choreographed by Tommy Tune. Inspired by the words of Will & Betty Rogers. Originally produced on Broadway by Pierre Cossette,
Martin Richards, SamCrothers, James M. Nederlander, Stewart F. Lane & Max Weitzenhofer in association with Japan Satellite Broadcasting, Inc.

Thursday, April 15 & Friday,
April 16, 7:30pm
& Saturday, April 17, 3pm

T

he Teen Musical Theater of
Oregon (Craterian Performances’ new youth theater program) presents Will Rogers Follies
— the story of Rogers’ remarkable
life as a show-within-a-show.

Adults $18, Youth (0-18) $9.
For tickets, call 541-779-3000
or purchase online at
www.craterian.org
Craterian Performances
is a 501(c)(3) non-proﬁt
organization.

ow many of us are intimidated
by wine? We may like wine and
everyone tells us wine is fun,
but sometimes we wonder if it isn’t like
youthful sex - we’re not quite sure if we’re
doing it right! We have trouble speaking
of tastes and ask, “What’s an attack, a
finish, a bouquet? And what in the world
is mid-palate and how could something
we drink be round or have a hole in it?”
Wine certainly has a specialized
vocabulary and we’ve been left out in the
cold because nobody will tell us what all
these words mean. They give us a wine
dictionary, but that’s abstract and frankly
– boring! Nobody connects the dots and
actually shows us how to get our senses
involved so we’ll understand – not just in
our mind, but also in our mouth!
Did you know that Eskimos have over
150 words to describe snow? All most of
us can say
about a wine
is, “I like it, it
tastes good.”
So to begin,
I’ll have to
define body
for you. We
call the heft
of a wine its
body. How
it feels in
the mouth.
You can
break body
down into
3 categories
– light, medium and full. Some use
different terms but if you use just these
3, someone knowledgeable in wines will
understand what you’re saying. Happy
days! We’re almost communicating as
well as Eskimos.
But enough words, we need to learn
how to taste a wine’s body. Is this a light
wine? How do you tell it from a medium
body wine? We want to understand wine
in our mouth, not on paper; so here’s
a taste exercise developed by a Master
Sommelier to explain body. Try this.
Take 3 glasses. Pour skim milk into the
first - surprise, bet you thought you were
going to get to taste wine didn’t you? Into
the second, pour whole milk and into the
third pour half & half. Now, TASTE them.
Don’t hurry; get the sensation of each in
your mouth. Body is about how the wine
feels. The first will be light and won’t

coat your mouth while the third will
feel full and round – heavy on the palate
and coating to the mouth – there, you’ve
just learned some more wine terms! The
second will obviously fall in between.
This is what body is all about in wines.
Some wines will be light in body; they’ll
be the wine equivalent of skim milk.
Others will be medium or heavy.
Something to keep in mind - body is
not the same as quality. For example,
there are light-bodied Chardonnays and
full-bodied Chardonnays and either can
be a top quality wine. Very different
styles, but neither is inherently higher in
quality than the other. We’ll speak of how
to recognize quality wine another day, so
be patient.
Now that you know what wine body
is, it’s just a matter of calibrating the
milk sensation to its wine equivalent. So
now go taste
wines!
As you
taste, think of
where they
fall on the
light, medium
or full body
scale. Try
a range of
wines and
discuss your
impressions
with others.
We’re
fortunate to
be here in
wine country where wineries are small
and the winemaker is often in the tasting
room - so ask the winemaker if the wine
is light medium or full-bodied. We
winemakers love to talk about our wines,
so let us help you calibrate your palate.
That’s it for this month. I hope you’ve
learned something and are inspired to
put it to use. Jacksonville is just east of
the largest concentration of wineries in
this area - the Applegate wine country. So
take advantage of being here and go taste
the body of Applegate wines.
Duane Bowman is a Director of Applegate
Valley Oregon Vintners Association and
winemaker at Cricket Hill Winery located at
the 2 mile marker on Little Applegate Rd.
Find him at www.crickethillwinery.com or
email duane@crickethillwinery.com
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Paws for Thought
by Darla Jochum, D.V.M.
Basic Kitten Care

S

pringtime is kitten season.
Each spring, many kittens are
born and then adopted by
loving homes. Here are some things
to consider before introducing a new
kitten(s) to your home. Kittens have
different nutritional requirements
than adult cats and have an
increased susceptibility to diseases
and parasites. Your veterinarian
plays a vital role in giving your
kitten a good start in life. Here’s
what to expect when you bring home
a new kitten.
When introducing a new kitten
into your home, he should be
confined to a small room away from
other pets. This is very important
in order to protect your other cats
from catching something from
the newcomer. Although kittens
may appear healthy, they may be
harboring contagious diseases such
has upper respiratory viruses, feline
leukemia virus, ear mites, and fleas,
all of which can be transmitted to
other cats. For this reason, it’s critical

to keep your new kitten away from
your other cats until it has visited
your veterinarian. Your vet can
perform a simple blood test to check
for the feline leukemia virus and will
conduct a thorough physical exam
to check the overall health of your
kitten, and check for ear mites and
fleas. Your kittens’ feces can also be
checked for evidence of intestinal
parasites and then the kitten can then
be de-wormed or treated as needed
for fleas and/or ear mites. Your
veterinarian can also advise you on
vaccinations required to prevent
disease in the future. As a rule, it
is best to keep newcomers isolated
from other cats in the house for a
minimum of two weeks. A longer
isolation period may be required
if your kitten exhibits any signs of
disease.
Since the most active period of
growth for kittens is the first 7 to 10
months, it is important to feed your
kitten a high quality kitten food.
With a high quality diet, your kitten

will be able to better digest food and
receive the best nutrition for proper
growth. An added benefit of a highquality digestible food is less fecal
material left in the litter box! It’s
recommended that adult cats not be
fed kitten food since it contains too
much protein for adult cats and is
too high in calories, which can lead
to obesity problems.
It is recommended that kittens
be spayed (females) or neutered
(males) before reaching sexual
maturity. The best time to have this
procedure done is when your kitten
is 5 to 6 months of age. By spaying
or neutering your kitten, it will help
your pet avoid potential medical
and behavioral problems and help
reduce pet overpopulation, as well.
Next month, I’ll cover some simple
training techniques for your kitten to
help avoid problems later.

“Services Tailored to Your Needs!”

Ellee Celler - Owner/Broker

Charming Jacksonville Cottage

Darla may be reached at the Jacksonville
Veterinary Hospital - 541-900-1081.

Bug-Of-The-Month
by "The Entomologist

T

he entomologist was
looking at a small black
speck on the arm of his
chair several days ago when
the speck moved under its own
power! What? Not an ordinary
speck, but a bug! So small – about
1/3 the length of a grain of rice,
and of similar diameter – the
microscope was required for a
positive identification. Under the
glass, as they say, a symmetrical
pattern of scales – look at the
figure – showed it to be a CARPET
BEETLE.
Although the carpet in the
entomologist’s house is likely

made from petroleum, not
something on which the CARPET
BEETLE feeds, the little rascal
and his friends had to have fed
on something not too far away. A
quick look at a textbook showed
CARPET BEETLES – there are
many species – feed on a wide
variety of plant and animal
products. Members of the beetle
family “Dermestidae,” some are
very destructive. Best to keep an
eye on your collection of pinned
insects – dermistids will search it
out and gobble it up if you don’t
watch out and protect it!

A.C.B.R.
Body & Paint Shop

* Insurance work on all makes and models
* Welding & Fabrication / Custom work as well
* Daily Driver Paint job Specials
Call for Details to save on your deductible

Jacksonville, OR ~ 541-899-1173

The
Laundry
Center

2009–2010

Kyle Pickett
Guest Conductor

THE NICEST
LAUNDROMAT IN THE
ROGUE VALLEY!

with

Marina
Lomazov,
Piano

(newest, cleanest, best equipment)
• Self-service or we do laundry for you!
• We do comforters, sleeping
bags, and other large items
• Pick-up/Drop-off for
Weldon‛s Dry Cleaning
• Children‛s play area
• Cable TV & kid‛s movies

2408 W. Main St., Medford
(in Albertson‛s Center)

(541) 842-2932
Hours: 7am-10pm

Grieg
Piano
Concerto
8:00pm · Friday, April 23
SOU Music Recital Hall, Ashland $33–$40
8:00pm · Saturday, April 24
Craterian Ginger Rogers Theatre,
Medford $26–$33
3:00pm · Sunday, April 25
GP Performing Arts Center,
Grants Pass $23–$30

Tickets

541.552.6398
www.rvsymphony.org

Free concert
talk with
Kyle Pickett
one hour
before each
concert

Students $5 all
performances
Limited $10
seats in Medford
& Grants Pass

Historic Victorian Built Circa 1868

Building and/or Business for Lease or Sale! Well-maintained
1868 vintage commercial building containing 1016 sq. ft. of
Historic Core zoned space. Configured as a home with living
room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathrooms.
Was a very successful tea room for years. Many possibilities!
Listing Price: $307,000
305 N. Sixth Street, Jacksonville, OR 97530
541-899-2035 or 541-301-7893

jacrealest@gmail.com ~ www.the-jacksonville-realestate.com
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Body Language

Joyfull Living

by Mary Ann Carlson

by Louise Lavergne
JoyFull Yoga Walking

S

pring is here. The desire to be
present with what is happening in your
outdoors is irresistible. One of
feet, moment to moment. Be careful
the best and most affordable
that the observation does not become so
activities we can participate in is
mechanical that you lose the experience of
walking. Recent studies confirm that
the movement.
regular walking decreases the risk of
• Toward the last part of your walk,
colon cancer, improves blood pressure
take in your surroundings. Breathe in
and cardiac health, and burns fat to
each moment with gratitude. Take in one
target a healthy BMI, much as Yoga
thing at a time: the flowers, trees, sky, etc.
does. And, in fact, Yoga complements
• End your walk by standing again in
walking activity helping
Tadasana; breathe in with
improve posture,
your arms up in the air
balance, core strength,
and exhale as you reach
muscle tone, flexibility,
down towards your
and breathing. When
toes. Take a few breaths,
you combine the two
bending your knees
activities, you have the
slightly as you roll back
perfect formula for an
up. Repeat a few times.
effective mind-body
• Standing straight,
workout.
interlace your hands
Here are a few tips on
above your head with
integrate Yoga into your
the index fingers
walking.
pointing up. Connect
• Select a location
your feet to the ground,
to walk based on your
lengthen your spine;
ability. Try to avoid
inhale and lean to the
crowded areas with
right as you exhale;
traffic.
repeat to the left.
• Start by standing up
Alternate a few more
straight in Tadasana or
times.
Mountain pose, connecting
• Release your hands.
Rodin's Walking Man
the four corners of each
Interlace them behind
foot firmly into the ground. Engage the leg
you and arch up as you stretch your arms
muscles, spiraling all the way up into the
behind you.
buttock muscles, lifting the kneecaps and
• Swing your arms side to side a few
the hips. Relax the shoulders. Breathe into
times, then cross your arms with elbows
your belly. Feel the Spring air coming in to
in hand. Press your arms into your body
renew every cell as you expand the abdomen, and shimmy.... yes, do the yoga shimmy
ribcage and lower back. Exhale fully by
and smile.
pulling in the navel, lengthening the spine.
I will be teaching a class that goes more
• Yoga Walking Meditation: If you are
deeply into combining walking and yoga
with others, agree in advance to practice
on April 10th at one of the best walking
silent, mindful walking, holding-off talking
locations we have in this region: the
until you reach a certain point—perhaps on
Jacksonville Woodlands. (You can visit
the way back. Start walking and establish a
The Woodlands website for a map of all
steady pace that is comfortable for you. Focus
the trails http://www.jvwoodlands.org).
on your breath.
Profits for this class will be donated to
• Observe your breath pattern, based on
support the Woodlands. Call or email for
the number of steps you take: How many
more information.
steps you inhale, how many you exhale. Try
I also encourage you to re-read my column
to breathe in for four steps and out for four
from last April on the Gratitude garden.
steps if you can. Try to keep it consistent.
Email me: joyfullyoga@gmail.com or PO Box
Focus on a point ahead of you, keeping the
1072 Jacksonville, 97530. Remember to take
arms and hands relaxed.
time to Breathe. © Louise Lavergne 2001-2010
• Once the breathing pattern is
www.Joyfull-yoga.com; 541-899-0707
established, stop counting and shift
Louise is the owner of JoyFull Yoga LLC in
your attention to your feet as you keep
Jacksonville where she offers group and private
your eyes focused in front of you. With
sessions. She is the yoga provider for Triune
each step, feel your heel connecting with
Integrative Medicine in Medford where she
the ground, then shift to the toes. Stay
works with patients of Dr. Robin Miller.

A

chilles was a Trojan War hero
in Greek Mythology. He was
dipped in the magical river Styx
by his mother to protect him in battle and
make him immortal. The only problem
was the one spot she missed on the back of
his heel where she held him. Poor Achilles
was struck by an arrow in this very spot.
The Achilles tendon, which connects
the powerful calf muscle to the back of the
heel, now bares his name. Runners are as
vulnerable as Achilles in this area. This tendon
is the largest and strongest in the body.
I have seen many people out running
getting ready for the Pear Blossom this
month. To protect this muscle, it would be
advisable not to run up and down hills.
My husband did this for years and had to
stop playing tennis because of the painful
scar tissue that built up around his achilles.
Stretching before and after running will
make certain that you will make it over
the finish line. A tried and true achilles
stretch is extending one leg behind you,
standing about two to three feet from a
wall. Keep the back leg straight and bend
the front leg. Place both hands on the wall
to help keep your spine erect. It’s very
important to keep the shoulders from
rounding and to maintain good posture.
Toes should be pointed forward and heels
down. Hold for ten seconds. Then change

legs and repeat 3 – 5 times.
Another good stretch for the calf and
achilles is to stand facing a wall about
arms length away. Make sure you have
something to hang on to for balance. Point
toes toward the wall. Put one foot on it at
knee height. Press that heel toward the
wall. Try to keep your spine straight and
try not to lean toward the wall. The hip
shouldn’t bend. If this is too high, place
your foot on a coffee table or foot stool.
Make sure both hip bones are facing
forward. Hold for about ten seconds,
relaxing your shoulders and breathing.
Switch legs and repeat two more times.
The last exercise is standing with your
toes on a step and letting your heels hang
off. Again, hang on to something for
balance. You must be careful with this
stretch to not let the heels hang down
too far or for too long, and don’t bounce.
You want a gentle stretch, not anything
painful or extreme. When getting out of a
stretch, move slowly and smoothly, trying
not to jar your body.
Doing these stretches before and after
each run will insure that you will be
running a long time, at least as far as
your achilles is concerned. To all the
participants in the Pear Blossom, good
luck! You’re all winners in my mind.
Mary Ann Carlson can be reached @ 890-7703.

Demolition By Permission and By Neglect
Editorial by Whitman Parker, Publisher
On March 16, Old City Hall was
packed in order to determine if the US
Hotel balcony could be removed by a
businessman interested in purchasing
the property. Key questions included:
Is the balcony original? (No. Rebuilt in
1960’s) Is it significant? (Most likely) Is
it historic? (Staff said yes - preserve it)
Jurisdictional issues surfaced: Would
the Historic Architectural Review
Commission (HARC) or Council rule on
balcony removal? Although attached to
the building, the balcony hangs over the
public right-of-way (sidewalk) and code
says ROW decisions are the Council’s
to decide. Despite the conflict, Council
eventually ruled 6-1 that Jackson County,
the property owner, must first apply for
a demo permit and then be subject to a
Level 1 HARC review process.
Days later, the debate was moot - the
purchaser decided to pursue another
Jacksonville business location.
The Review supports balancing historic

ARE YOU LONGING TO GET AWAY
WITHOUT THE HASSLE OF DRIVING?
Take advantage of our April
“No Hassle” Special: Two Nights for the
price of one through the month April.
This includes a full breakfast in the
Williamson Room

preservation and economic development.
Here, HARC made a commendable case
for saving the US Hotel balcony. Going
forward, the Review is hopeful that
HARC will muster the same balconysaving energy to enforce, “Demolition
by Neglect,” an ordinance which
mandates proper maintenance of historic
commercial and residential properties.
Property owners who’ve allowed their
properties to deteriorate are creating
eyesores that diminish ambiance and
economic potential. In a perfect world,
all properties, regardless of historic
significance, would be held to a decency
standard. In Jacksonville, owning historic
property is a privilege that comes with
strings attached. In cases of economic
hardship, HARC should continue
working with owners for preservation
grants. The Review encourages HARC
to flex its authority to insure building
preservation, regardless of the size of the
building or public profile of its owner.

I’ve Moved!!
Alteration Center

1700 E. Barnett Rd. Ste B
(Ellendale & Barnett)
Medford

541-772-8535
or

541-899-7536

*Sleep Well! *Relax! *Enjoy the peace!
For Reservations Call: 541-899-1900

Jacksonville Inn

A National Historic Landmark

Same Service,
New Location!
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Dr. Susan Konecny with Sage & Laurel

Why Schedule a House Call?
• Less stress on you and your pets
• Reduce your pets exposure to other illnesses
• Multiple pets can be seen during the same visit
• Use our mobile exam room at your doorstep
• More Doctor time
• Convenient evening appointments
Learn more about our services and schedule
your appointment online at:

www.homepetvet.net

Home Pet Vet

Or call us at:

LLC

541.261.9641
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